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240,468, Lowden - 120,391; next came Charles

~vans

Hughes, Viil-

•

1iam Howard Taft, Calvin {;oolidge, and Warren Gamaliel Harding,
3

eighth on the list , with 36,795 straw votes.

Despite thA large

popular demand for Hoover, from a political standpoint it was not
well-organized, Since his managers were amateurs who did not know
4

hoW to capitalize on his great popularity.
Many wise forecasters did not hesitate to say that
1920 would be an auspicious year for "dark horse" candidates.
a great war had failed to supply a popular hero and champion

~ven

and there waS no sound of that spontaneous acclaim that has sometimeS greeted those popularly chosen to lead.

Leonard 'iood, who

as governor general of Cuba had sppervised the purging of yellow
fever, a chief of staff of the United states Army, was regarded
asfheodore Roosevelt's heir.
early, but

~ OOdfS

The popularity of his name bloomed

enthUSiastic supporters would have been better

pleased had it been delayed until the spring or early summer of
5

the election year.

Wood's entrance into Ohio and IllinOis had

caused hard fe e lings among the favorite sons there and perhaps
caused them to throw their votes at the Convention to a lesser
6

man.

A further handicap to ·'ood was the fact that he was a mil-

itary man at a time When the United States was tired of all thing
ilitary. Nevertheless, Leonard Wood's candidacy suffered its
3 'The Nomination of Harding and Coolidge" in Current Opinion,
IJuly, 1920, 1
i4 William starr Myers, The Hepublican Party: A History, Century
Company, New York, 1928, 442
5 "What Kind of a President Would Leonard Wood Make?" in Current OPinion, February, 1920, 175
6 Arthur Jw. Page, "The Mea.ning of v~ aat Happened at Chicago, It in
World's ft ork, August, 1920, 365

...
3

greatest setback with the charges of exorbitant campaign expenditures, with the intention to "buy the presidency."

•

Harry M.

Daugherty, Harding's campaign manager, claimed credit for the
Senate investigation of funds:
I got the right man to pour into
Senator Borah's ear the truth about
this vast expenditure of money in a
primary election and suggested that
the foundations of the Republic Were
being destroyed by this method of
making a President. Borah made an
eloquent spA '-'ch and demanded an immediate investigation by a Senatorial Conunit see, and got it. I was
summoned to apPear and testify. I
answered all qUAstions with great
caution and I made no bitter accusations against our opponents. In
fact I refused to make any accusations whatever.7
A second, and more creditable, version of the Senate investigation was that the New ,York World, following a lead in a campaign
speech by Senator Hiram Johnson which hit at the mORey gushing
from the Wood headquarters, uncovered a list of WOOd's contributors which the World promptly turned over to Johnson's ally in
-~

the Senate, Borah.

rhe Senate, aroused by a blistering speech

by Borah, appointed the Kenyon Corrunittee to look into the matter.
'r he

comrn itt ~e

's report on the campaign funds was as follows:
Leonard Wood • • • • • • • • • $1,773,303
Frank O. Lowden. • • • • • ••
414,000
Hiram W. Johnson • • • • • ~.
194,000
He rbert Hoove r. • • • . • . • ••
1 73 ~ 000
Warren G. Harding. • • • • ••
113,000 9
Colonel William C. Proctor, manufacturer of Ivory Soap, had con7 Harry M. Daugherty, The Inside Story of thA Harding Tragedy,
Churchill Company, New York, 1932, 30
8 Samuel H. Adams, The Incredible ~ra, Houghton Mif:t'lin Company,
Boston, 1939, 127
9 Ibid., 129

.....

4

tributed $710,000 to Wood's campaign chest; on thB other hand,
Lowden's fund came from his own personal fortune.

Wood't hugB

campaign fund reflected no discredit on his honesty and was not
an attempt to "buy the prErsidency."

The defBnse of his large ex-

penditures was based upon the legitimate expenses made necessary
by the Presidential primary, which forced an advertising campaign
10
on a gigantic seale in order to SBcure delegates.
NevBr-theless
for the Wood forces the investigation was a catastrophe; since it
is almost certain that, without thB Kenyon Committee exposures,
Wood's popularity and public record would have won the convention
11
and then the election.
Next to Wood, the principal candidate was Governor
Frank O. Lowden of Illinois.

He was a successful Chicago lawyer

and had been a long-time member of thB Republic'an National Committee.

He had served five years in Congress and had made a

striking record as Governor of Illinois.

In both character and

personality Lowden was an extremely able candidate.

The Old

Guard Senators 100lced with favor upon Lowden's c'andidacy after
the poor showing of Senator Harding in the uhio primary; but they
swung back to Harding when Lowden too was involved in the misuse
of campaign funds.

'rwo delegates from Mi ssouri, pledged to

Lowden, had received $ 2500 each to promote Lowden sentiment in
their localities.

They pocketed the cash, and as a result, the
12
scrupulously honest Lowden was accused of buying delegates.
10 "The High Cost of Nominating a PreSident," in Current Opinion, July, 1920, 12
11 Adams, 129
12 .

~.,

138

...
5
rhus the one real statesman among the Republicans became unavail13
a.ble.

.

Herbert Hoover's party affiliation was in doubt until
the last day of March when he took his sta.nd as a Republican,
even though he had aSked the people to return a Democratic Cong14
reSS in the 1918 election.
It was said that he combined the
best characteristics of both parties: the administrative efficiency of which the Republican party prides itself, and the jealousy of individual rights for *hich tho, Democratic party has
stood.

Hoover was popular with the poeple; but the party leaders

hesitated to take the risk.
The candidacy of Hiram Johnson would never be popular
with the regulars of the Republican party who could not forget
that he had been Theodore H.OOsevelt's fellow candidate on the
Bull Moose ticket in 1912, nor that he had failed to support
Hughes against Wilson in 1916, instead SWinging his state, California, and the election away from the hepublican party.

How- ·

ever, there Were those who admired Johnson as the true standardbearer of progressivism and isolationism.

Having made a lively

campaign, Johnson could not be overlooked,

~nce

out of twelve

states on whose ballots his name appeared, he led in seven.
Another Republic'a n possibility was Calvin Coolidge,
Governor of Massachusetts, who had come before the public eye as
a result of the Boston police strike.

In his autobiography

Coolidge declared:
13 William E. Dodd, liiilson and His Work, P. Smith, NeW York,
1932, 422
14 "The Meaning of Mr. Hoover's Candidacy," Current Opinion,
March, 1920, 291

6

I did not wish to use the office of
Governor in an attempt to proSecute a
campaign for nomination for s,orne other
office. I therefore made a public
statement announcing that I was unwilling to appear as a candidate and would
not ,enter my name in any contest at the
primary. 15
Coolidge also described a visit by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, re-

que sting that he should present the Governor's name at the national convention, going as a delegate with that understanding.
Coolidge refused to- become a candidate, but promised to arrange
for Lodge to be a delegate at large for MassaChusetts.

L1e also

sagely noted that some people from h.l.assachusetts only pretented
to support him as a candidate, as a rUSe to be chosen as dele16

gates to the convention.

Coolidge's strength wuld be negli-

gible, except in the case of a deadlock. ' According to preconvention newspaper odds, the chances against his being nominated for the Presidency were fi fteen to one.

17

Before the convention opened there Were eighteen
candidateS and it was still anybody's fight, eVAn t hough Wood
and Lowden were leading.

or;:arly in June, 1920 .. "likA long linAs

of ants hastening to a giant anthill,"

18

the 984 delegates and

many, many more observers and hangers-on converged on Chicago
and took their seats in the ColiSeum.

William AIIAn lJ hite pro-

duced a claSSic description of a political convAntion .. comparing
15 Calvin Coolidge .. 'ffie Autobio~raPhY of Calvin Coolidge .. Cosmopolitan Book corporation, New ork .. 1929, 145
16 Ibid ... 144
17 Claude M. Fuess, Calvin Coolidge .. the Man from Vermont,
Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1940, 251
18 Thomas A. Bailey, 'Noodrow Wilson and the Great Betrayal ..
Macmillan Company .. New York, 1945, 299

19

it to an Indian pow-wow.
tion opened in 1920,

th~

siX different factions.

7

When the Republican National ConVenRepublican party was
There was

th~

compos~d

of about

senatorial cabal, greatly

excited over the Treaty and the League of ~ations; there was the
Republican organization which controlled the southern delegates
whose ,votes at the convention were just as important as

th~

dele-

gates from those states which would be in the Republican colwnn
in November; there was the remnant of the Progressive faction,
which had mostly scattered after Roosevelt's refusal to run in
1916; there was the Wall street crowd, the protective tariff con20
tingent, and the powerful financial interests.
Of all the fac-

tions, it was the Senate Cabal, the Old Guard, which was in control of thA convention.

Ehare was a rl'=!ason for this domination.

The one issue that Bl!'!}naced party unity was the League of Nations;
and on this issue the Republican Senators had fought their way to
21
a working agreement at washington.
only a bolt at the conVention could lose

th~

election for the party in November; therefore

a bolt must be aVOided at all costs.

The New York Eimes charac-

terized thA convention as "government of the Senate, by the Senate and for the Senate"; and the Chicago Evening Post declared
that into the unbossed convention which the delegates had been
22
promised, "steps the Hepublican Senate as the supreme boss."
The center of the Old Guard cabal was Senator Henry Cabot Lodge
l~ William Allen jJhite, A Puritan in Babylon, Macmillan Company,
New York, 1938, 189
20 White, Masks in a Pageant, 403
21 "The Nomination of Hardi ng and Coolidge," Current Upinion,
.July, 1920, :3
22 Ibid.

-

8

I"'"

of m.assah.husetts who delivered the keynote address and later
steered the convention as temporary, and then permanent ,·chairman.
Around Lodge gathered the others of the clique: Frank G. Brandegee of Connecticut, Reed Smoot of Utah, watson and New of
Charle s W. Curti s of

.l.~nsas,

Indiana~

Gove rnor William Sproul of Pennsyl-

vania, who acted as the proxy of ailing Senator Penrose.
'r he ke ynote speec h by Lodge was not r'3garded as a
great succeSS; rather it was the uninspiring utterance of a cynical politician.

prohibition and the resulting high price of hard
23
liquor were blamed for the lack of response. Only a few passages

evoked applause, one of which was the folloWing:
Mr. Wilson and his dynasty, his heirs
and assigns, or anybody that is his,
anybody who with bent knees has served
his purpose, must be driven out from
all control of the government and all
influence in it. 24
Commenting on the speech, the New York.rimes remarked that it
must be kept in mind that Lodge was talking as a Republican, to
Re publicans, for Hepublicans; typically mai ntaining that all is

good that originateS With Republicans, all is bad that is of Dem25
ocratic origin.
The Los Angeles Daily Times stated:
Perhaps som~ of his extreme critiCisms
of the president would have better been
left unsaid. There are phaases that
betray a personal animosity. One feels
in reading them that Senator .Lodge was
not only castigating the DemocratiC
administration, but flaying a personal
enemy. ~ hat part of the addr~ss recalls
the bitter fight between the President
and tho, Senate and weakens what was
otherwise a mastel'ful effort. 26

23 Bailey, 300
Adams, 145
25 y:ditorial: "Mr. Lodge's Sp,eAch," New York ': rimes, June 9, 1920
26 ~di torial: "Senator Lodge s Speech, Ii Los Angeles Daily 'T imes,
June, 9, 1920

24.

ization were transferred to Chicago.

~ixty

10
rooms and an assembly
•

rOom, which cos't $750 a day, were engaged at the Congress Hotel.

3J

Daugherty's plan of campaign was centered on second choice votes
and he avoided making enemies of other candidates or the dele!"" ~ '
32
Through his staff of 500 picked men, personal contact
gates.
was made with three-forths of the delegates, building up friendliness for a candidate whom' no one expected to win.

The Columbus

Glee Club of seventy-five voices was brought to the convention,
not to shout Harding's name to the s leies, but to visit the he ad33
quarters of rival candidates and Berenade them.
Daugherty's
strategy from the start was to pass Wood with Lowden, and then
to proceed to build up Harding's vote, from what had been loaned
34

to Lowden.
The convention experts were jolted by Wood's unexpected strength on the first ballot -

287~

votes.

Then in order

came Lowden with 2111, Johnson with 133~, Sproul of Pennsylvahia
with 83ft, Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University with 69,
and Harding Wi th

64~;

the favorite sons.

the remaining votes were scattered among

Trading among delegates began.

Daugherty

promised a few Ohio votes to Lowden in order to check Wood.

The

New York contingent SWitched some votes to Lowdpn; but Mayor
William nalerhompson of Chicago was dealing to check his enemy,
35
36
Lowden. At the end of the fourth ballot, the final of the day,
31 Daugherty, 34
32 Ibid.
33 Mark Sullivan, ou~ Times, Vol. VI, "The Twenties," Charle s
Scribner's Sons, NeW York, 1935, 51
34 Daugherty, 43
35 Adams, 147
36 Ibid.

wood's count was

314~,

Lowden had 289, Johnson came next with

11

l40i, then Sproul With 82~, and Harding Was fifth with 61~.
By then it was obvious that the leading contenders
had neutralized one another, and that further balloting at the
moment would not materially change this situation.

What Was

needed was an opportunity to survey the field of dark horses and
to select an agreeable compromise candidate.

FUrthermore, should

the convention go into a night deadlock, Republican party harmo37

ny might suf f er.

Senator Smoot of Utah conferred with Chair-

man Lodge and a mution to adjourn was offered.

The scattered

"ayes" of the delegates were outnwnbered by the "nos" of those
who wanted to fight to the finish; Chairman Lodge, cool and unmoved, declared the convention adjourned until ten o'clock the
38
following morning.
LOdge had arbitrarily taken the authority
which his position gave him morally, if not under parliamentary
39
law, and sent the weary delegates home.
'rhe majority accepted
the deCisjon with the attitude of Itfather knows best," and the
supporters of Wood and LOWden ass\lJ1!.ed their candidates would con40
tinue their raCe for the nomination the next day.
From the
adjournment on, the influence of t he convention declined and it
became merely a body which confirmed the decisions made by a
41
smaller clique.
There was feverish activity the evening of July 11 in
the various haadquarters; there were many rwnors • . The Pennsylva-

37 White, puritan in Babylon,
38 Sullivan, 57
39
40
41

202

White, puritan in Babfll>n, 202
Sullivan, 58
Adams, 148

"".'

-~--------------------------------------------------------------12~
ni a organization

fo~u1ated

plans for a Sproul parade ;

S~nator
4

Borah tried to push the candidacy of Knox, with Johnson as his
running mate.
Johnson

mad~

To all offers of the vice-preSidential slot,
the same answer: first place or nothing.

Harding

was discouraged, having lost a few of his initial meager array
42
of votes.
It was then that the senatorial cabal rolled into
motion.

Four of the unofficial steering committee dined together

in George Harvey's suite 404 at the Blackstone Hotel: Senator
Charles Curtis of Kansas, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of il'iassachusetts, Senator Frank Brandegee of Connecticut, and the host, who
was neither a senator nor a delegate, and nominally still a Demo43
crat.
The four agreed that Wood and Lowden had deadlocked each
other, and that the nomination would probably go to the first of
the remaining candidates who could show strength after the dead44
lock was broken.
They oPposed leaving the choice of this candidate to chance, preferring that one of their own selection
should pick up the needed votes.

After dinner there drifted in

and out of the rooms, With the control of

a11 ~ important

votes in

their pockets, Senators New and watson of Indiana, Wadsworth and
Calder of New York, Weeks of

~assachusetts,

Reed Smoot of Utah,

Medill McCormick of Illinois, plus Nicholas Murray Butler, Murray Crane and Joe Grundy.

Prominent by their absence Were Will

Hays, Harry Daugherty, and the backe rs of Wood, Johnson and
42 Ibid., 150
43 BiIIey, 305
44 Sullivan, 60

a candidate mentioned for consideration than was something
48

brought up which would militate against him.

14

4

Finally, and

doubtfully, they discussed Harding or the possibility of adjourning the convention over Sunday.

But it was hot, and the dele-

gates wanted to go home, so a choice had to be made.
After going through the list of favorite sons again,
it Was agreed that Harding alone had the "full attributes of a49
vailability.1t
Harding's qualifications Were that he
was good-looking, that he sounded Significant, that he meant nothing, and
that he came from Ohio. This last
point was important. Grant, Hayes,
Garfield, Harrison, MCKinley, Taft -most of the Republican PreSidents had
come from uhio. It is not, unhappily,
that only Ohio can produce the typical
PreSident; it is simply that OhiO, since
the Civil War, has b~en a crucial state.
Farther east, the Hepublicans felt safe;
farther south, the Democrats were invincible; the West voted chiefly on the
price of wheat, which could not easily
be changed for the sake of the election; but Ohio was fairly evenly divided between the two parties, so Republicans usually chose a man who had
shown that he could carry that state. 50
Ohio had elected Wilson four years before, and naturally it Was
supposed that the man who could carry Ohio could win the Presidency_

That alone was a big asset in bringing Warren Harding

forward as a candidate.

Then too, Harding was a genial, well-

liked man; and although no one was ever paSSionately fond of him
48 Adams, 153
49 ~dward 11. Sait, American larties and -':;:lections, century
Company, New York, 1927, 478
50 Herbert .agar, The People's ChOice, Houghton Mifflin, Boston,
1933, 307

~-.- ----------------------------------~
16
negro bl:ood . in the Harding family is unknown.

What arguments
•
Harding conjured up to defeat his conscience can only be guessed
at; since, in a short time, he emerged and told Harvey and Brandegee that the re was no impediment, no obstac le.
he was as good as nominated.

At that moment

Messengers were sent to the other

headquarters to report the result of the conference and to advise getting aboard the bandwagon.

Both

\~ood

and Lowden replied

that they would wait to se§what would happen on the convention
floor the next day.

Senator Smoot detailed how both IYood and

Lowden would be gtven an opportunity to make a showing; then in
the afternoon Harding would be brought forward and pushed to vic55
. tory.
Consultations among the leaders at a convention Were
not unheard of.

It often happened that, noticing a trend of the
56
delegates, the leaders quickly jumped in to load the proceSsion.
What made the conference of the leaders at the Hepublican Natio-:
nal Convention of 1920 so famous was an astute, cynical prediction made by Harry Daugherty in February, before the convention
met in

55
56

June~

r don't expect Harding to be nomina-

ted on the first, second, or third
ballot, but 1 think we can well afford to take chances that about eleven minutes after two o'clock on
Friday monning at the convention,
when fifteen or twenty men, somewhat weary, are sitting around a
Hable, some ome of thew will say:
Who Will We nominate?
At that
decisive time the friends of SenAdams, 158
Dunn, 399

17

ator Harding can suggest him and
can af f ord to abide by the result.
I don't know but what I might
suggest him myself. 57
Later Daugherty related that:
We Were told afterwards that Colonel
George Harvey met his friends in a
smoke-fogged room in the Blackstone
Hot~l, deCided on a candidate and adjourned at 2:00 A. M. We paid no attention to these meetings, but sought
out and gripped the hands of the delegates who Were to vote. ~very man
pledged to Harding was busy urging that
the deadlock be broken and the SAnator
nominated. We argued that ne1uh~r Wood
or Lowden could be nominated and .Lowden
would release his followers the next
day_ 58
When the convention re-assembled Saturday morning,

June 12, at ten o'clock, those in control had to be careful lest
it seem as though they were responsible for eliminating either
Wood or Lowden; the two candidates should eliminate each other
so that there would be no danger of r.esentment among their respective supporters, except toward the opposite camp.

In this

way there would be no resentment against the nominee finally
chosen.

And so the first several ballots of the day Were partly

the natural result of the previous day's deadlock, and partly
directed by the elders 'of the Republicans for face-saving and
59
other deSirable effects.
on the fifth ballot of the conventio~
and the first Saturday morning, Lowden took the lead with 303
votes, while Wood dropped slightly to 299.

On the next .three

ballots, Wood and Lowden were exactly even or nearly so, a fact
which informed the two major candidates that neither could
57 White, Masks in a Pageant, 405
58 Daugherty, 44
59 Sullivan, 65

60

18
.-

After the eighth ballot, on which Harding had jumped
to

l33~

votes, his forces requested a recess.

This move was sur-

prising at a time when the Harding boom was gaining momentum;
rather it might have been expected from the oPposition forces in
61
a last desperate effort to check the neW threat.
Wood and
Lowden, in contact by phone, agreed to force an adjournment until
Monday, in the hope that by then some agreement could be reached
between them.

The recess had lasted overtime, and when Chairman

LOdge mounted the platform to call the meeting to order, the
delegate who was to make the motion for adjournment was nowhere
62
in the Coliseum, so the convention was called to order.
The
break came with the ninth ballot, When Harding piled up 374i
votes, and Wood and Lowden sank to 249 and

12l~

respectively. Re-

alizing that the bandwagon had started to roll, Governor Lowden,
meeting Harding in the aisle, congratulated him on his imminent
Victory.

The tenth ballot was conclusive, Harding polling 692i

votes, far ahead of his closest rival, Wood, With his 156.

A

motion to make the nomination unanimous was car r ied, despite the
63
stub born "nos" of the LaFollette delegates from Wisconsin.
The vice-presidential nomination was expected to be
an anti-climax, Since Senator Irvine

L~nroot

of Wisconsin was

commonly regarded as thFl choice of the Same group that had pushe
Harding through.
60 Ibid., 66
61 Adams, 160
62 Ibid., 162
63 Ibid., 163

'rhe vice-presidential nomination became a re-

volt.

19
The delegates were aware that the convention had beAn dom.-

inat"!d by the coterie of Senators, that th"! platform and major
candidat"! had been chosen according to their Wishes.

So when for

the third time the same group of Senators tried to dictate to the
convention, the tired, hot, and politically disillusioned dAle- .
gates balked and stampeded to a candidate of their own choosing,
Calvin Coolidge.

Senator Medill McCormick made the sps9ch nomi-

nating Lenroot, and the seconding speeches fOllowed.

The presi-

ding officer, Willis, then made the mistake of recognizing Judge
Wallace McCamant, a delegate from Oregon, no doubt thinking that
his would merely be another seconding speech.

Mccamant's voice

carried over the din of the hall and he put in nomination

It

for

the exalted office of Vice-president, Governor Calvin Coolidge
64
of Massachusetts. It
Allover the floor men rose to
second the nomination of Coolidge •
• • • ~en Remmel of Arkansas,
broke all precAdents by withdrawing his Second for Lenroot and
turning it over to Coolidge. It
was the first real stampede for
many years in a Republican convention. 65
The delegates turned spontaneously to Coolidge, a man the entire country thought well of.

There was no indication that it

was an engineered move; rather it was a gesture of defiance on
the part of the delegates.

The vote was 674i for Coolidge and

146 for Lenroot; and when the motion to make the nomination un66
animous was presented, it ~ just that, Wisconsin concurring.
64
65
66

Sullivan, 79
Thompson, 327
Adams, 166

20
Immediately there was a flood of comments on the two Republican
nominations, ranging from one extreme to the other.

Two• men

closely connected with the choice of Harding had this to say:
"This year we had a lot of second-raters.
beater.

Harding is no world-

But he is the best of the second-raters."
67

Brandegee.

Senator

Colonel George Harvey remarked: IIHe was nominated

because there was nothing against him, and because the delegates
wanted to go home. 1t

68

Many political observers pointed to the

lack of enthusiasm evinced by the delegates as proof that Harding
69
was the man they least had wanted.
Perhaps it was because
Harding Was not the striking and outstanding

figur~

the people

had become accustomed to, as in the caSe of Theodore Roosevelt,
and eVen Leonard Wood.

67
68

69

In an editorial on June 13, the New York1'imes wrote:
The nomination of Harding, for whose
counterpart We must go back to
Franklin Pierce if we would seek a
President who measures down to his
political stature, is the fine and
perfect flower of the cowardice and
imbeCility of the senatorial cabal.
• • • Governor Coolidge for VicePresident really shines by comparison wi th the head of the ticket. He
at least is a man of achievement, he
is known to the party and to the nation. • • • It is fortunate that riot
one word is to be said against "the
character of either candidate. They
are irreproachable.[!] But that does
not compensate for the colorlessness
of t he candidate for fi rst place, or
for the manner in whi~h hitS nO~inba
tion was brought about. I wi 11 e
felt and said everywhere that the
Democrats at San Francisco have received from their opponents at Chicago
Ibid., 163
j\g'iF" 308
Fuess, 262

the gift of a splendid opportunity. 70
The Ne w York Tribune of June 14 had this to say:
We had hoped that a man of undoubted
courage, vision and executive ability
would be chosen, but we have instead
Warren Gamaliel Harding, one of the
Senate group which controlled thA convention. It would be hypocritical
for the Tribune to pretend that it is
satisfied with this result. On the
other hand, we believe in the Republican party, we believe in the Republican principles. We believe in this
year's Republican platfor.m, which is
a well thought out, progressive and
constructive document. We are more
than pleased with the nomination of
Calvin Coolidge, who has an inspiring record and who shows real promise
of still greater accomplishments. 71
The ws Angeles Suridayrimes for June 13 sounded a note of
triumph:

In nominating V/arren G. Harding of
Ohio for President, the Republican
National Convention has made a capital choice. Senator Harding is a
good citizen -- and a good winner.
• • • The Times has always believed
that this rsa «HePublican year.
The nomination of Warren G. Harding
of Ohio COnfirms that be lief. l7he
next President of the United states
was named at Chicago ye sterday. 72

The Chicago 'T ribune, wi th restraint, called Harding a "four
square American, who had worked his way up from the humblest
beginning,1I adding that he was a man of "unblemished character
73
and manY-Sided experience, worthy of unhesitant confidencA."
The Boston
70
71
72
73

~vening ~ranscript

editorialized on JunA 15:

Ne H York Times, June 13, 1920
Tribune, June 14, 1920
Los Angeles Sunday Times, June 13, 1920
Chicago Tribune, June 13, 1920

N~York

21

In Senator narding of Ohio. • • the
Republican party has a candidate
against whom no word of objection
can be raised on the ground of character or of personal fitness. He is
an experienced public man, of approved
discretion. Bven the one reproach
that some have hastened to urge against
him, namely, that he has followed the
lead of the masters of the Senate, Signifies in this eaSe that he saved the country
in a great emergency and kept the nation
on an even keel of Americanism • • • • His
record is clear and clean. He is a man
of the people, strongly human, trained
in the school of homely virtues, and expressive of our soundest spontaneous
cultivation • • • • He appears worthy of
the support which, after deliberate
thought, the leaders and spokesmen of
the party are cordially giving. 74
rhe New york n:vening Post was perhaps the most bitter of all in
its denunciation of the Republican ticket, saying:
The nomination of Senator Rard~ng is
an affront to the intelligence and
conScience of the American people.
In making it, the hepublican part!
has put its worst foot forward.
he
public was prepared for a surprise
at Chic'a go, but · not for so disagreeable a surprise. ' " observers expected the convention to nominate
the best candidate presented to it,
but nobody supposed that it would
choose the worst • • • • None of the
long list of names that have figured
in the discussion of the nomination
have received wider or more deCided
disapproval than his. He wastheimpossible candidate par excellerice.
• • • The nomination is all the
worse because it perfectly fits the
platform • • • • But the Chicago convention With bovine consistency tops
a feeble platform with a feeble candidate.
It is too early to say that the Democrats deserve to win in November,
74 Boston ~ening Transcript, June 15, 1920

22

-

but wehavA no hesitation in saying '
that the R""publicans rightly deserve
to lose. 75

23

.

The Outlook summed the choice up by saying that men
of stronger character and personality and popular support Were
bypassed in order that a man fitted to cooperate with the Sena76

tors might be chosen.

Obviously few, if any, W'e re deceived

into thinking that Harding was a great choiCe.

Uarding himself

had not taken his candidacy seriously; and there are those who
claim that he honestly did not want the Presidency, but rather
77

was pushed into it by ambitious friends.

Nevertheless, ttWar-

ren Harding was never the villain of the piece.

Always he was

the gentleman who comes on with his hat, his stick, his gloves,
78

his smile, to do the dumb, impossible thing."

Months before

the convention opened it was deCided that the nomination must be
prevented from going to General iiood at all costs, because he
was too independent and apart from the regular party prganizati<?n
Those active in politics are interested only in the success of
those whom they have worked with and for; if an outsider wins the
nomination and the election, all rewards go to non-regular sup79

porters.

Some shrewd guessers pointed to Harding as tho, man

with the best position: he was from a pivotal state, he was a
Senator, he was liked for his conviviality, and above all he was
75 New York #'vening Post, June 14, 1920
76 n'r he Republican O'dnvention: Its Candidates and Platform,"
Outlook, June 23, 1920, 370
77 Sullivan, 73
78 White, Masks in a Pageant, 406
79 Page, 361
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mediocri ty who could be ea.sily led. To quotA one C0flU11entator:
The Republicans must have been confident of victory to reach so far
down into thA sack for their standardbearer. People were saying that the
country was so fed up on Wilsonism
that all the opposition had to do was
to nominate a IIrag baby" or a "yellow
dog. II They nominated Harding. 80

The lack of enthusiasm on the part of the delegates at the convention indicated that they, too, Were familiar with the low
mental staturo of their nominee; nor could the silence be blamed
altogether on the natural disappointment of the followers of
81

Wood, Hoover, Lowden and the others.
The nomination of Coolidge was universally regarded
as an excellent choice; and thB remark was frequently madB that
the ticket might well have been reversed, with Coolidge as the
principal candidate.

The reason for his choiCe was not that he

rBsided in a pivotal state nor that he possessAd wealth; rather
he was chosen because his name was synonomous with law and order,
82

and because of his New

~ngland

honesty and efficiency.

.

As far

as thA head of the ticket was concArned, Harding had wanted
Hiram Johnson for his running matA; but Johnson rpfusAd, saying
that if he could not have the presidential nomination, he pre83

ferred to remain in the Senate.

Had he swallowed his pride,

the Senator from California might have aChieved his lirp's am80 Bailey, 307
81 oswald G. Villard, "The Unbossed Republican ConvAntion,"
Nation, June 19, 1920, 820
82 John Glair Minot, "The Real Head of the Ticket," Independent
July 3, 1920, 27
83

Sulliv~n,

77

,...
bition in 1923.
cidenc~,
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TherA was a tinge of prophecy, or perhaps coin-

in a remark

r~ported

.-

by Fr.ederick M. Davenport in

QutloOk of June 23: a friend of

Coo1idg~

th~

said "If Calvin Coolidge

were nominated for the Vice-Presidency, I wouldn't take the Presid"\ncy for a million dollars. n
venport.

"Why?" asl-<:ed the astonishAd Da-

"Because I would die in a little while.

always been lucky politically.

~verything

a most uncanny and mysterious way.
with him in the vice-regal chair."

~XCUSe

84

Coo1idg~

has

comes along to him in
me from the presidency

Despite the cool

betwel'm Coolidge and the Senator from his state, Lodge,

f~eling
th~ir

official relations were smooth, even though Lodge was reputed to
have said that he knew Calvin Coolidge only as long as it was
85
necessary to know him.
An addi tiona1 side-light on the Coolidge nomination
was that in later years, when Coolidge inherited the Presidency,
h~

rewarded the man who had presented his name to thA convention,

McCamant, With an appointmr-mt to thA flAderal bAnch; but, perhaps
in rAvAnge, the Old Guard of th~ Senate refused to confirm the
86
In his autobiography Coolidge stated that he was
appointment.
pleased to accept the nomination, and felt it best to gain national experience as Vice-president instead of being elected
87
His official statAm~nt the day after thA
PresidAnt first.
nomination was as follows:
The nomination for Vice-president,
coming to me unsought and unAxpec84 FrederiCk M. DaVenport, "Conservative American in ConvAntion
Assembled," outlook, JunA 23, 1920, 378
85 white, Puritan in Babylon, 177
86 Minton, 35
Po?
('!nnl~cia'A
147

tedly,I accept as an honor and a
duty. It will be especiAlly pleasingto be associated with . my old
friend S6,nator Warren G. llardi:ng,
our candidate for PresidAnt. 'r he
Republican party had adopted a
sound platform, chosen a wise leader
and is united. ' It deserves the confidence of the American people.
That confidence I shall endeavor to
secure. 88

26
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Among the various messages which poured into Coolidge's state
house was one from Vice-President 'Thomas R. Marshall, a recog89
nized wi t, which read, "Please accept my sincerest sympathy_ tt
It was pointed out that there Wet'e numerous "ifs It con
nected with the Republican convention: if Roosevelt Were alive,
would he have sought the nomination, and if not, would he have
supported Gene ral "ood?

if Johnson had agreed to become Vice-

Presidential nominee, he would have become President instead of
Coolidge; if the move to nominate Harding had failed Saturday afternoon, the convention vo uld have adjourned until t ,he following
week; if the convention had been prolonged, the three likliest
·candidates would have been Calvin Coolidge, Herbert Hoover, and
90
However, the convention had done its job with
Leonard Wood.
dispatch, if not enthUSiasm; it had preserved party unity; and it
was confident that it had just nominated the next President and
Vice-President of the United states.
' Harding issued to the press this statement, relative
to his nomination: "I am very proud, as any American should be,
88 Los Angeles Times, June 12, 1920
89 ltiess, 265
90 Henry L. Stoddard, As I Knew Them, Harper and Brothers,
NeW York, 1927, 463-466

of receiving thA great honor from the Republican party.

27
I am not
9]

unmindful of the obligation and responsibility that go w1th it."

possibly that very SenSe of obligation or debt later proved to be
Harding's undOing, in that it entangled him with unscrupulous
opportunists.

LOS Angeles Sunday rimes, June 12, 1920 (Associated Press
night wire)
91
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CHAPTER II
,TKE

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION

Early in 1920, before the ftepublican Convention, it
seemed that there was no chance for Ii. Democratic victory in the
November election, and there was an aura of gloom and dejection
surrounding most of the party leaders.

After noting the weak

nomination by their rival at Chicago, Democratic spirits lifted
and some bagan to talk confidently of victory at the polls.

1

The Democrats had nuch to overcome: The Republicans were in the
majori ty in the House am Sena te; there was re sentment and
hostility aroused by the strict control necessary during the
war years; the party leader, President Woodrow Wilson was ill
and broken in the White House; and there was no figure

in the

party au tstanding enough to be the umnimous choice as Wilson's
2

s'u c ce ssor.
The biggest

eni~a

of the

pre-conventt~n

months

was Woodrow Wilsen, and the persistent rumors that he desired a
third term.

It is a lesson of history that few men who have ex-

perienced the prominence and power of the hi@):lest office in the
land have been happy to leave the Whl te House at the end of the
term. Theodore Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson, Coolidge, Hoover, all
1 Minton, 37
2 Frank R. Kent, 'l'he De moc ra ti c ~arty: A JUstorl, Century Company, New York, 1928, 436
28

29
~ ___----------------------~--------29I
surrendered their position with reluctance.
Moreover, those
stung with the presidential bee never quite recover, even in the
face of defeat, as is evidenoed by William G. MoAdoo,
Alf Landon, Wendell Wilkie, and Thomas E. Dewey.

Al ~. Smith,

4

The Democratic leaders tried to find the answers
to these que stions.

\Vas Wilson angling for a third term?

were offered, would he take it?
serve it nominated?

If it

Was Wilson physically able to

And not least in #;mportance, would the

country take kindly to a violation of the two· term tradit ion'
The evidence pOinted strongly to Wilson's desire for renomination since he did not publicly renounce the ambition.

His

Jackson Day letter, in Whioh he oalled for a great and solemn
referendum on the League issue by the
p~~:lc

voters~

stateme.nts only served to emphasize the

and the other
probl~u

by

6

ignoring it oompletely.

Obviously, he wished to make the

League the is sue of the eleotion; and for such a campaign he
7

would be the logical candidate.

In his autobiography, James M.

Cox, the Democratic chOice, generously stated that it was easy
to understand why Wilson would like to remain in the White House
8

and so carry his life's dream to success.
Wilson t s close friends were extremely concerned
over the possibili ty of a th ird term.
On June 10 postmaster General Burleson
3 Josephus Danie13, Wilson Era: Years of War and After 19171923, University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, i946, 537
r-IYaniels, 559
5 !lailey, 308
6 Ibid., 309
7

~ 407

8 James M. "'ox, JourneJ' Thrrue)l
New York, 1946, 225

My

Years, Simon and Schuster,

told S~nator Glass • • • that in his
judgment the President wanted another
nomination. ~arlier the same day Dr.
Grayson the President 'sphysician
confided to Glass that nilson seriously
contemplated a third term, but that
such an ordeal "would kill him. It Six
days later Grayson again expreSsed to
the senator the "greatest anxiety about
the President's third term thoughts, tt
for t he exactions of the campaign alone
would "probably kill him. " Yet the
faithful doctor believed that Wilson's
sole concern was for thl'l League. If
reelected, he would resign after the
adoption of the Covenant. Tumulty,
records Glass, shared Grayson's conCern about a third nomination. 9
On June 12 the

Literar~"'pigest

30

•

published the results

of its preconvl'lntion poll, which indicated that, despite his
known physical disability,
file Democrats.

~wilson

was popular- With the rank and

Leading the race was Wilson's s:>n-in-law,

~x-

secretary of the rre asury McAdoo; Wilson came second, but was
well ahead of the other three leading Democratic hopefuls.

Gov-

ernor JaIMS M. Cox was last on the list, eVen though his progres10
sive administration of Ohio had evoked national attention.
In the interval between June 12 and the

sch~duled

opening of the Democratic convention, June 29, IIi1son made a surprising move.

On June 15 iiilson had a three-hour intervil'lw with

Louis Seibold, the Nashington correspondent of the New york
World.

The reporter fbund that liilson
had gained twenty pounds, and
that his face was not much changed,
except for lines of suffering. He
9 Bai ley, 312
10 ~arl Schriftgiesser, 'T his Was Normalcy, Little, Brown and
Company, Boston, 1948, 39

,.
was still a bit lame, but -- and
this was a revealing tou~:h -- his
l~g did not drag so badly as that
of General ~wood, who had l~d on the
early balloting in Uhicago. • • •
rrh~ Seibold intervi~w, which was
subsequently published on the morning of June 18, was a front-page
senaation, and subsequently won for
its author a coveted Pulitzer
prize. 11

31

A leading Washington photographer, George W. Barris, spent an
hour with wlilson, June 19, taking numerous photographs of the revitalized PreSident.
ed

had expected, but that the pictures could
12
.
speak for themselves.
It could hardly be a coincidence that
bett~r

than

To reporters Harris said that 'ilson look-

h~

the pictures, taken from 'Nilson's unparalyzed right side, were
released a week before the Democ ratic convention convened in
Sab FranCiSCO, ample time for them to be printed in Pacific
13
coast newspapers.

11
12
13

It is difficult to believe that all
these deVelopments were unrelated to
the approaching Democratic conventHm.
Newspap~rcorrespondents do not Ordinarily intervieW the PreSident alone;
they do not ordinarily interview a
sick PrAsidentfor three hours; and
after the inte~iew is over they do
not ordinarily hover about, gazing at
the PreSident while he signs documents
and transacts other bUSiness. All this
does not prove -- though some newspapers concluded as much -- thatiiilson
was pulling wires for a third nomination. But it seems to indicate that
on the eve of the DemocratiC conVention h~ was eager to appear before the
country as substantially recovered
Bailey, 310
Ibid., 311
Ibid.

and able to discharge with old-time
vigor the duties of his high office. 14
It was suggested that

p~rhaps

Wilson wanted nothing

more than a courtesy nomination, flattering but at the same time
easy to dec Ii ne.
a nomination of

But the cons.ensus was that he was flirting wi th
som~

kind, Since he did nothing to discourage a

move in that direction.

.

Critics of the Wilson
administration re...

marked that it would be only just to re-nominate him, since no
other person should be asked to shoulder the burden of his mis15

takes.

Seeing Senator Glass off on the convention-bound train,

Dr. Grayson and Tumulty aSked him whether Wilson had said anything about a third ter.m; When the Senator said no, Grayson again begged Glass to save the life and fame of the President by
16

oPPosing any move to "4raft" Wilson.

At the last minute lIilson

insisted that Secretary of state Bainbridge Colby attend the convention as delegate from the District of coltmbia; Wilson hOped
that he would then be chosen permanent chairman, possibly in the
hope that colby could stampede the delegates to Wilson by presenting his name at the opportune time in a brilliant and stir17

Ding oration.
A further complication in the problem facing the Democrats prior to the convention was V
,ilson's steadfast refusal to
declare himself in favor of any of the leading contenders.

How-

ever, if he did want the third term himself, his position was
14 Ibid.
15 Q'S'Wald Garrison Villard, "The Ghosts at San Franci sco,"
Nation, June 26, 1920, 846
16 Bailey, 313
17 ~.

18
only consistent . r h e strongest candidate was

\~illiam

McAdoo, Wilson's son-in-law and ex-Secretary of the

33

Gibbs

1rea~ury.

McAdoo had many adv 2 ntages: the 1reasury portfolio had brought
him in contact With many people not engaged in politics, through
the War Bond drives; while he was in charge of the railroads he
had been

f~ir

with labor, thus winning their support; he pOSSeS19
sed great personal charm and the ability to deal with men.
Ne-

vertheless, his candidacy was handicapped by his personal ties
with hilson, with the foolish cries of "Crown Prince; It and to a
.
20
lesser degree, his sou1Jhern birth and training.
The same day
that the Seibold interview with

~/ilson

was released, McAdoo made

public in New York a letter withdrawing from the raCe.
He declared that he would not accept
the nomination, asserted that his decision was irrevocable, said that he
could not himself afford to ma1ce the
campaign if nominated, and that he
would not penmit his friends to furnish the money. He had resigned from
the cabinet he said in order to "rehabilitate" his fa.mily and could not
at the same time make the sacrifices
the nomination would call for. 21
vlcAdoo denied that he withdreW with the prior knowledge of Nilson
but it appeared as if he Were clearing the way for his father-in22
law.
However, MCAdoo's loyal supporters made plans to have his
name presented to the convention regardleSS, apparently hoping
.
23
for a popular demand to "draft" McAdoo for the nomination.
But
it could not be denied that the unequivocal refusal of McAdoo
Is Dunn, 407
19 Henry Minor, The story of the DemocratiC Party, Macmillan
Company, NeW York, 1928, 455
20 Ibid., 456
21 Kent, 445
22 Bailey, 319
2~

v_ ....I..

446

34

made for confusion among the delegates; and it was conceded that

•
but for the stat9ment, ijLcAdoowould have had th9 Democratic
nomi24
nation.
Bxcept for president.iilson's attitude,
Mr. MCAdoo would in all probability
have .been named. he was the strongest
candidate; yet his position of openly
refusing the honor while his supporters
Were actively p r'Omoting his interest
was one that nea:assarily spelled defeat; and into .this position
he was
,
foreed by the r'resident s scarcely
concealed ambition to succeed himself. 25
The second choice of t he pre-convention guessers was
A. Mitchell Palmer, a Quaker who had refusp,d to be Wilson's SeCretary of War and had been named instead as Attorney-General.
His activities in that post, especially his campaign against enealiens, gave him strength and some popularity; although there
26
were thOSe who accused him of "Hed-baiting."
Palmer had the

~y

lofty ambition of being ililson's personal choice as succ"'ssor; he
viSi ted vdlson to learn if the l'residAnt had a preference, in
which caSe palmer would support the choice.

Palmer was informed

27

that

~ ilson

Was strictly neutral.

In a conversation with Sen-

ator Carter Glass tl3n days bl3foro, the convention opened, . I'ilson
indicated that he favored the nomination of Palmer, saying he
28

would make Ita good PreSident but a weak candidate."
well-known that

v~ ilson

It was

was not sympathetic towards MCAdoo's am-

bitions, having said to Postmaster Burleson in November of 1918
24 Ibid., 445
25 ViOrId's v~ork, September, 1920, 426
26 Minor, 455
27 Kent, 444
28 Schriftgiesser, 41

3

that whether or not McAdoo wanted to run for the officA, hA was
29
•
not fit for thA presidency.
Of all the lAading candidates Cox was the most objActionable to jlilson, sincA hA was nei ther a member of the administration team, nor

outspolc~nly

enthusiastic about the L eagu~ of

Nations.
When SAnator Glass had mAntionAd
his name at the White House on
June 19, ~ilson had broken in,
"Oh! you know Cox f s nomination
would be a joke." 30
f

'; "ilson s rAfusal to speak regarding his choicA as
successor could have been caused by any of three reasons •
hl!l wantAd the nomination himself.

First ,

Second, he favorr-.:,d McAdoo but

a Sense of delicacy foruade open support.

Lastly, Wiilson favored

one of the other candidates, but a SenSe of loyal ty to his so n-i
31
law induced him to remain silent.
When he entertained the chai
man and

othe ~

members of the Democratic National Committee at the

White House, May 31, 1920, Wilson made it clear that hA had no
prAference for

nomination; but he inSisted on an unqualified
32
endorsement of his foreign policy.
th~

It Was apparent bAforA thA convAntion assemblAd that
the big political bosses -- Charles .F. Murphy oframmany, George
Brennan of Illinois,rhomas Taggart of Indiana -- Were strongly
33

opposAd to raImer, and inclined toward Cox as thA logical choice.
TheV'vere determined to nominate a "wet" candidate, and onA who

~~~Dan1els, 553

30
31
32
33

Bailey, 319
Ibidl, 311
Dodd, 412
Kent, 450

would take orders, unlike Vvilson.

'r he political

boss~s

36
met at a

preliminary conference at French Lick Springs, Indiana, ~nd made
c.oncerted plans to cripple the powe r of Wilson and to saVe the
country from women voters and prohibition, which they called "dry
34
rot."
Thus when the deadloCked convention turned to the political leaders to pick a man, the machines were ready.
When the Democratic National Convention opened at San
Francisco on June 29, 1920, three factions Were fighting for control.

First there was the Administration group, the viilsoni tes,

composed of all who were "sound" on the League issue; but even
WilSOn had more t han once said that the people neVer purposely elected him their leader, although he maintained that the great
3S
majority of Americans favored his policies.
. Furthermore, a
majority of the Democratic state conventions had failed to en36
dorse iiilson, his administration, or his st a nd on the .Leagw'l.
The Administration group was split on choiCe of candidate, Since
two of the candidates, MCAdoo and ralmer, could claim the support
of

th~

Federal office holders.

"ordinarily officeholdArs at a

national convention are grouped under one banner, but the mysterious Silence of Wilson left theSe heroes of the pay roll frAe to
37
follow t he flag of t he man they served or had served."
The
second group at the convention Were
dustrial cities, who wanted the

th~

~eague

bosses of the northern

question in the background

.;;a;.;n;.::d::....;w;.=:h:..:0M-w..;a:;;,n=r..rt?lerd~t_h;.;;e~r_e~
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Dodd, 412
Ibid., 416
BaiIey, 308
Dunn, 409

i~

an d I ri sh i nde pe nde nc e

·37

as the major issue.

The third element at the convention Were the

supporters of William Jennings Bryan, a small group which was determined to force a "dry" plank in the platform, and which was
not in complete sympathy With Wilson's position on the League of
38
The Democratic convention difi'ered from the HepubliNations.
can in that it had more than the 984 delegates assembled at Chicago; the Democratic delegates had to vote as a unit, while the
RePublicans could vote individually; and finally, a two-thirds
majority Was required for the Democratic nomination, while the
39
Republican nominee had needed only a simple majority.
Homer Cummings of Connecticut brought the convention
to order, and the banging of his gavel was the signal for the
unveiling of a huge, illuminated and flag-draped picture of Wilson.

The delegates and spectators burst into a spontaneous Wil-

son demonstration which lasted for twenty minutes, but the rammanyites sat silent and unmoving rather than pay tribute to a
man they never liked.

Finally Boss Tvlurphy gave the word to join

and Franklin Delano Roosevelt went to Where Jeremiah Mahoney was
guarding the Nl!llf York standard.

"hl!ln Mahoney refused to let go,

Roosevelt seized the standard and heaved with all his strength,
jerking Mahoney to his feet.

The state standard now free,

40

Roosevelt led the New York delegates into the VIilson ranks.
When order was restored, Cummings, the kl!lynoter, presented the Wilson-endorsed speoch vigorously and militantly.
38 Bailey, 314
39 "The National Convention," Outlook, June 9, 1920, 245
40 Alden Hat'ch, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, an Informal Bi.ography, Henry Holt and Gompany, New York, 1947, 118

38

Tho, .rresident, he shouted, had been
"~hysically wounded" by his enemies
just as Lincoln, Garfield, and Mc
Kinley had bo,elil. Wilson was not opposed to reservation but to "nullification. 11 rho, League was the paramount issue; and the "only trouble
with the treaty is that it was ne~o
tiated by a Democratic President.
• • • He c aIled the roll of the
nations who had joined the ~eague
and asked if' his audience wanted to
hear the list of hhose who had not
joined. "Yes, yes, tell us," came
from all parts of the floor. "Revolutionary Mo,xico, Bolshevist
RuSSia, unspeakable Turkey, and -tho, Uni ted states of America. II 41

•

In the organization of the convention the iJilsoni tes
won only a partial victory.

Senator Glass, fresh from the Vihite

House, was made chairman of the platform-drafting committee, but
Bainbridge Colby, t he President's choioe for the post, was defeated as permanent chairman, and the Senate bloc was able to Secure the chairmanship for its colleague, Senator ,Robinson of Ar42
The Democratic platform will be discussed in a later
kansas.
chapter along wi th that of the Ho,publican party.

In an effort to

speed up tho, convention, nominating speeches were delivered while
the platform committee was doing its work in private.

The per-

plexity of the delegates was reflected in tho, fact that th"'lre
were fourte"n candidates nominated and tWenty-three voto,d for on
th"'l first ballot.

At the stavt there wero, four leading conten-

ders: William G. McAdoo, A, Mitchell Palmer, James M.

COB,

and

Governor alfred E. Smith of NeW York; while each had conSiderable
41 Bailey, 315
42 Schriftgiesser, 44
43 Ibid.rj. 46

--

strength, none could command the necessary two-thirds early in
43
•
the race.

39

Cox's campaign manager, ~dmon~ H. Moor0, had devised
a strategy reminiscent of his fellow Ohioan, Harry Daugherty.
ware of the political unfriendliness
and their

m~ar

betwe~n

A-

McAdoo and Palmer

equality in strength, Moore knew that they would

never join forCes to break the inevitable deadlock; therefore he
worked tirelessly tOWin for Cox the second-chOice votes of the
44
promised delegates.
On the morning of the th:I.rd day of the con
vention, nominations began.

Justice James G. Johnson of the Ohio

Supreme Court presented Cox's name, dwelling on the fact that
while Ohio was normally a Republican state, Cox had been elected
45
Governor three times.
Kentucky and Mississippi seconded the
nomination.

McAdoo was placed in nomination by Dr. Burris A.

Jenkins of Kansas City, Since no New York delegate was willing to
do it .-rhe demonstration by McAdoo's supporters angered Palmer,.
and from then on there was no hope for OOOperation between the
46
two rival contenders.
Of the sixteen candidates voted on, only McAdoo, .
Palmer and Cox had any real strength, the standing on the first
ballot being: MCAdoo, 266 votes, palmer, 256, and Cox, 134.

A-

mong the dark horses, Al Smith of New york was in fourth place
with 109; John W. Davis and Carter Glass received 32 and 26i
43 Ibid., 46
44 cox, · 226
45 Ibid., 228
46 ?::enE, 451
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voteS respectively_

ThAre was littlellllD.erial change until the

tenth ballot; then New York dropped Smith and swung to Cox, who
momAntarily moved ahead of .ralmAr.

Cox was ahAad of both McAdoo

and Palmer on the tWAlfth ballot; and the lead continued to fluctuate, With no single candidate showing enough strength to start
the bandwagon rolling.

The twenty-second ballot saw Cox in the

l'3ad with 430 votAS, McAdoo n"'xt with 372i, and PalmAr beginning
to falter, mustering only 166i.

But the required two-thirde ma47
jority continued to eludA the hopefuls.
On tho, thirty-fourth

ballot Cox polled 420i, MCAdoo 379i; thirty-sixth, Cox 371,
McAdoo

424~;

by the thirty-ninth ballot Cox had again takAn the

lead, with 468 votes.

That ballot was generally rAgardAd as the

turning pOint, since Palmer slid downward rapidly, but rAfused to
throw his vOtAS to McAdoo.

Cox was within four votes of the ma-

jority on tho, forty-second ballot, polling 540i vOtAS; McAdoo
had 427.

The illcAdoo forces vainly tried for an adjourmnent at

this juncturA, but tho, weary delegates, sensing that tho, end was
nAar, voted the proposal down.

On the next count, Cox dropped

slightly to 518, with 412 for his rival; and on the forty-fourth
ballot Cox totalAd 732i,

w~ile

McAdoo polled only 267.

Tho, con-

vention moved that Cox be declared the unanimous choicA of tho,
48
meeting, at the suggestion of a delegate from Kansas.
On July 2, a crucial pOint in tho, convAntion, SecrAtary of State Bainbridge Colby wired

~iilson

in secret code, that,

unless otherwise instructed, he would present ·Wilson's name to
47 Ibid.
48 ~ Democratic Convention: Its Candidate and Platform,"
outlook, July 14, 1920, 487

~--------------~
the convention to be drafted. A telephoned reply from iiilson
41

recommended a meeting of all the Cabinet members then in• San
Francisco, plus other Democratic leaders, to discuss a BourSe of
action and inform idlson of their conclusions.

All of those pre-

sent resented Colby's actions, since they felt that a third nomi
nation for iiilson most unwise, both from a standpoint of practical politics, and the President's delicate health.

They wired

;dlson that Colby's suggestion should not be carried out, and the
49

matter was dropped.

'/ dlson never again r eferl?ed to the matter,

although it was reported that when the Cabinet members returned
50

to Washington, uilson was extremely cool toward them.

However,

he might have been annoyed by the fact that, in spite of the tre
mendous ovation his portrait had received, he did not get even a
complimentary nomination, and that he had received only two vote
during the entire convention, and those on the twenty-second
51
ballot.
What Were the circumstances which
the deadlock?

~hose

Cox to break

In the first place, the stubborn silenco, from the

to, House, although it was Widely believed that 'oalson could
52
have nominated anyone,
had he given the delegates a clue as to
~!'ihi

his preference.

William Jennings Bryan might have broken the

deadlock had he endorsed MCAdoo, but to do that would have been
53
to endorse illlson, and that Bryan refused to do.
It was sug-,
gested that Palmer and i>.lcAdoo could have joined forces; however,
4g= Danie Is, 555
50 Bailey, 319
51 Ibid.
52

Kent,

53

Dodd, 415

437

42
it was pointed out that at no time did their combined vote ap-

54

pro ach the necessary two-thirds.
horses, the Democrats had

l~ss

Surveying the field •of dark

from which to pick a compromise

candidate tha.n had the Republicans at Chic'ago.rhe candidacies
55
of Champ Clark and Bryan Were too shopworn;
Al Smith was too
young and too weak politically; John h . Davj s ro uld stir up no
p,nthusiasm; and Bainbridge Colby was suggested as a posSibility
5.6

only When the mOVe to Cox was too strong to divert.
confusion and uncertainty meant that the choice

~uld

All the
have to be

made by t he party bosses -- Murphy, Brennan andraggart; men
whom Wilson had ridiculed a hundred times in his writings and ig
57
nored during his administration.
In a hotel suite, but much
more openly than its counterpart in Chicago, the bosses selected
cox as the best choiCe.
apparent:

The reasons for their choice Were most

• • • though he had backed the Wilson administration, he had not been
identified with it and could not be
held responsible for its conduct; he
had played no part in the quarrels
over the League of Nations, arid
hence he accumulated no enemies on
that score; he was wet enough to
assure the anti-prohibition forces
but not suffioiently wet to antagonize
the drys; he had a progressive record,
had proved his ability to carry on
the DemocratiC ideal of liberalism
and government for the people. 58

One commentator of the period observed that Cox was nominated
54 Cox, 225
55 Minton, 40
56 Daniels, 557
57 Dodd, 415
58 Irving Stone, Thez Also Ran, Doubleday, Doran, and company,
Garden City, NeW York, 1945, 28

~-----------------------------~
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59

for one reason

only~

he was from Ohio.

The Democrats had appar-

• wi th. a
e ntlY decided that the waN", to beat a Republican Ohioan was
Democrat from the same pivotal state.
If Warren Harding had not been nominated at Chicago, James Cox might not
have been nominated at San Francisco.
Thus he would have missed what he considered the climax of his life; he also would have missed his greatost drubbing, and might not have passed from
public life at the early age of fifty. 60
'rhe nomination was made at 1:50 A. M., Tuesday, July
6, after the convention had been in continuous session for eight-

een hours.
a

Cox did not attend the convention, maintaining that

candidate for the presidency had no bUSiness participating in
61

the turbulence of the convention.
the telegraph in the o f fice

~
o~

He received the returns Over

h is Day t on

Ne~.

Immediat~ly
v

Cox

dispatched a message to the Chairman of the convention, Senator
Robinson, which read as follows:
Let me thank you for your felicitou.$;,message. I shall accept the
standard from the Democracy of
America conscious not only of the
honor but the great responsibility
conferred. As Providence gives to
me of strength and vision my firm
resolve will be to justify the
confidence which has been offici ally expressed. The shrine of government is in the cunununities of the
land near to the homes that have
given service and sacrifice . r o
them we will carry our cause with
the assurance that the faith shall
be kept. Please convey to the
delegates of the convention my
grateful acknowledgment • • • • 62
59 Dunn, 408
60 Stone, 28
61 Oox, 227
62 Ibid., 234
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A

sid~light

on the Cox nomination from

th~

pOint of

tical sCience, was that the Democrats betrayed the

44
of poli-

vi~w

psych~logy

of

a party out of power or at least fearful of their record while in
power.

0rdinari1y the party in power and therefore responslble

for the policies of thl') fede 1:'al governml'mt, will nominate a candidate who had
tiona1 affairs.

be~n

closely associated with the conduct of na-

The nomination is thus

ment of the party's rl')cord.

100k~d

upon as an endorse

Th"'l opposition party, on thl') other

hand, will usually nominate a caooidate who had little or nothing
to do with the federal government; thereby hoping to rally around their choice all dissatiified political interests.

63

When

the Democrats nominated the governor of the state of Ohio in 1920
it could be

~garded

'N ilson; just as

th~

as a repudiation of the administration of
Republican nomination of Governor Rutherford

B. Hayes of Ohio in 1876 was a repudiation of Grant's two terms
as Pro, si dent.
congratulatory

m~ssages

a variety of sourceS: President
best wishes, as did

Joseph~s

came pouring in to Cox from

~ ilson

wired congratulations and

Daniels, Bernard Baruch, Champ Clark
64

and even William Cooper i'roctor, Wood's campaign manager.
his telegram, Warren Harding remarked that Cox's victory
him of a

n~wspaper

In
rl')mind~d

cartoon which portraYl')d the two as rival neWS-

boys vying for the White House delivery.

Cox rl')p1ied:

"I accept

your message as an evidence of the fraternal impulse which has
a.t.ays characterized the craft to which you and I belong. I
Arthur' N. Holcombe, The Political Parties of 'f oday, Harper
and Brothers, New York, 1925, 302
64 Cox, 235

~

~~
. ------------~
45
"'<')artily reciprocate the felicitous spirit which you have Axpres~~

65

Harding also

rel~ased

a statement to the papers,• in

which he said:
Governor Cox's nomination is an
added consideration shown to our
great state of Uhio, for which I
am glad, and giveS reasonable
assurance that finally a neWspaper
man is to be mad'9 the nation's
chi~f executive.
Ohio has accorded to Governor Cox
very unusual distinction and he
deserved his notable v:tctory at
san Francisco. His nomination will
not in any way change our actiVities in Ohio.
It is a great party contest before
us, to be fought on great principl~s
involved and neither place of residence
nor personality will have any aarked
influence on the result. 66
As in the caSA of the He public an nomination nAwspaper
comment was dividAd, usually on a partisan basis.

The New York

yribune declared:
The nomination of JamAs Middleton
Cox is due to the circumstance that
he was the "wettest" candidate in
sight; to the desire to get as far
away from ~ ilsonism as possiblA,
and to the fact that the nominee is
from Ohio. • • • The representatives
of the President were dutifully allowed to writ~ • • • a White House
platform. rh~delegates politely
Cheered the name of ~Ulsori, but the
great majority of them then tried to
forget the horrors of th~ last tb ur
years. At Washington it was unconcealed that th'9 Administration preferred anyone to Mr. cox. 67
Tpe Chicago Tribune, in an editorial on July 7, statAd that
Brennan of Illinois, Murphy of Tam-

65 Ibid. l~: 237
66 Ibid.
67 ~ditorial: "The Cox Nomination," New York'rribune, July 7,
1920

r

-~--------------------------------------------------------------------~
many, Taggart of Indiana, and other
46
practical Jeffersonians nominated
Governor Cox of Ohio becaus~ they
•
thought he was the best vote g~tter
and goat getter the Democracy had •
• • • Mr. Wilson's dynasty is dead,
but his ideas have a political party
behin~ them.
M~. Cox is the b~st evasion of awkward declarations the
party could find • • • • 68
The New york ~vening Post editorialized:
--,-- Of the three leading candidates at
San Francisco the Gove rnor of Ohio
was easily the most desirable. In
ability he measures up w~ll With his
two rivals, and he is free Prom the
despotic temperament of Palmer and
a certain irresponsibility that attaches to McAdoo • • • • The conventions have left us with no sharply
defined issues between parties and
without sharply contrasting candidates. They have but rolled up the
curtain and disclosed the protagonists. Independents everywhere will
await the unfolding of the drama. 69
Boston Evening Transcript declared that Cox was
-- -xmanof good second-rate abilities.
• • • On every broad national question he is an untried man -- and all
that is known of his views and his
t e nde nc i e sis no t to hi s c re di t • Hi s
fi nanci al and social views are not
supposed to be radical, but they are
nevertheless altogether unsafe • • • •
on a weak and dangerous platform the
Democrats have nominated an essentially
unsafe man for president. 70

._-

The Los Angeles Times of July 7 observed that since Cox and
Harding held nearly the same views on the League 1ssue, the
71
outcome of the election would depend on other factors.
68 ~ditorial: "Cox Fading both W&ys, It Chicago Tribune, July 7,
1920
69 NeW York Evening Post, July 6, 1920
70 Boston BVening Transcript, July 6, 1920
71 LoS Angeles 'rimes, July 7, 1920

~------~----------~
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The Democratic .New York l.'imes was unstinting in its praise:
The Democrats enter the campaign
with a candidate worthy of the
noble and compelling cause which
they are r~solved shall triumpn
through their victory at the
polls. Their platfor.m, their purpOSe, their candidate are in harmony • • • •
Governor Cox combines notable
elements of strength as a candidate. He is a man of th~ peoplA,
that fine type of the Successful
American man of affairs who has
risen from humble beginnings by
his own unaided industry, native
ability and 3J und judgrnentto
the possession of a competence
and to high offices. • • • He is
no champion of privilege any more
than he is an apostle of revolution •
• • • He has made an enemy of no
class, for he is a national' man;
he comes naturally and deservedly
to the rank of a national figure. 72

:rho, Christian Science Monitor pointed out that the two Democratic candidates Were not well-balanced geographically, since the
ticket would have littille appeal in the West.

Possibly it was an

indication that the Democratic Party was returning to its old
campaign strategy of relying upon tho, Solid South and the central
73
and eastern states for election victory.
The New York World
reported that "president 1Nilson and every Administration leader
in washington are greaell.,"·pleased wi th the nomination of Governor
Cox;" and Wilson's secretary, Josephl'umulty was quoted as saying
that "the leaciers of the party have never been so optimistic of
72 .~ditorial: "The Cause and the Candidate," New York Times,
July 7, 1920
73 '!i;ditor4.al: "'1'he San Francisco Nominations," Christian
Science Monitor, July 8, 1920

48
as they are today as a result of the nominatio-n of Gover74
nor Cox."
The periodical, World's Work, noted that for4the
SUCC'3SS

first time in fifty years the influence of Tammany Hall in the
selection of the Democratic candidate was an asset rather than a
75
liability.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was present at the San
franciscO convention to do what he could to win the nomlnation
for Al Smith, Governor of New York.

There were two versions

relative to his choice as Governor Cox's running mate.

The first

was that of Cox:
The delegates were inquiring of him
[Moore, the campaign manager] my preference for Vice-president. I told
him that I had given the matter some
thought and that my choice would be
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New Yorlc.
I did not know him. In fact, so far
as I knew, I had never Seen him; but
I explained to Mr. M.oore that he met
the geographical requirement, that he
was recognized as an Independent, and
that Roosevelt was a Well-known name. 76
Because Roosevelt's dealings with rammany had not always been
friendly, M.oore consulted with Charles Murphy, the head of the
New York machine.

He informed him of Cox's choice, but said that

if it Were offensive to Tammany, ~dward 'f . Meredith of Iowa
77
could be selected instead.
Murphy replied:
I don't like Roosevelt. He is not
well-known in the country, but Ed,
this is the first time a Democratic
nominee for the presidency has shown
me courtesy. That's why I would vote
for the devil himself if Cox wanted
"14 Stone, 29
75 World's Work, August, 1920, 315
76 Cox, 232
77 Ibid.

~ --------------------------------~
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me to.rell him we will nominate

.r--

Hoosevel t on the fi rst ballot as
soon as we assemble. 78

•

The second, and probably more r91iable version, wa s
that Hoosevel t, as Cox before him, was the choice of t he Democratic party leaders.

fhey knew that their chief candidate was

weak and that the ticket needed strengthening by a strong Vicepresidential candidate.

Roosevelt was from a pivotal state;
79
moreover, he represented the Wilro n wing of thn party.
For
these reasons, and wi th the approval of Cox, Judge

;rimoth~

T.

J.,I

J\nsberry of the Distric t of Colwnbia put the name of Franklin D.
.

~

ROOsevelt before the convention.

Al Smith made a seconding

speech, as did delegates from Kansas and Indiana.

Thereupon

former Governor David R. FranCiS of l"issouri moved that, as all
vice-presidential nominations had been withdrawn except one,

D. ROOSevelt be nominated by acclamation.
80
was carried unanimously.
I~anklin

The motion

It is an unwritten law that candidates nominated for the presidency
or Vice-preSidency must await their
acceptance until notified by a committee, and time is given to prepare an acceptance speech to be
used as a campa~gn docwnent. That
precedent came ne a r being broken
when Franklin Roosevelt was nominated for Vice President. He
was sitting in the New York delegation when the nomination waS
made, and he beat a hasty retreat
as calls were made for him to go
to the platform. u e had not then
78 Ibia.79 'F."l:>.R.: His Personal Letters, Vol. II, (1905 - 1928), edited
by ~lliott RooseVelt, assisted
JameS N. Rosenau, Duell,
Sloan, and Pearce, New York, 1948, 488
80 Cox, 232

oy

become so great a breaker of tr~
dltions and preced~nt as when he
became President. 81

50

•

Roosevelt's biographer relat9d that Franklin had no
illusions about victory; rather he
might be his political grave.

that the nomination

r~alized

He was greatly tOUChed by the

confldence the delegates manlfestod in him; and while he had

r~-

alized that his nomination was a pOSsibility, he had neVer
82
dreamed it would come as a spontaneous,unanimous tribute.
Roosev~lt

was one of t he youngest men

ev~r

to be put forward fo

the Vice-Presldency; 1916 would have been the

~arliest

possible

time at which he could have been chosen for the office, and

ev~

then he would have been under the age limit of thirty-five when
Alected, though a few weeks past the minimum by th~ date of in83
auguration. BeSides being young and vigorous, Roosevelt was
handsome, personable,
p~rhaps

intellig~nt,

and an able speaker. But

the Weightiest factor in his favor was his well-known

name, even though the Republican bra nch of the family was
84
chagr1n~d

with his Democratic connections.
Nearly every publication in the country

commend~d

Democrats on the choice of their second standard-bearer.

the

Har-

vey'8 Weekly, which was sparing of compliments to anyone connected with 'N ilson, declared:"Mr.Rooseve1t deserves to go far in
public life, and will, eVAn though he does have to suffer defeoc
85.
The Outlook remarked that there Were few men jrl:rthe
next Fall. If
Dariie1s ,5~4
81
Hatch,119
82
"What a Democratic Roosevelt Looks Like ,Has Done, and wants
83
to DO," Current opinion, September 1920,320
BaiLey, 318
84

~------------------------------------------------8-6----5-1-'
Democratic party as fit for the presidency as Hoosevelt;
";orld's 'Work observed that he was a man well worth watching poli-

~

tically.

13"-

The New York Times was enthuSiastic in its COmL1ents:
And tfie fine record which he has
made at Albany and at Washington,
together with the impression which
he has given to the public of uniting unusual intelligence with sterling character, renders the ticket
of Cox and Roosevelt one full of strength
and promise. 'The convention could not
have made a better choice. 88

The Republican Chicago

Tribun~

was quick to point out

l~anklinrs

remote link with his more famous cousin,Theodore.· In an edltorial entitled "The, at least, Fifth Cousin," it stated:
In nominating Franklin Delano
Roosevelt for Vice-president
the Democrats swiped a great
n~e, but did not nominate a
great candidate • • • • Franklin
Roosevelt had the patience to
put up with his superior, Josephus Daniels, which is enough
to indicate that he was either
indifferent or uninformed. • • •
It may have seemed good politics
to ~t the name of Roosevelt on
the Democratic ticket, bub the
pretender ought to have more of
a front. If he gets a puncture
he'll leak saWdust. 89
The Los Angeles rimes commented that Roosevelt added no strength
to the DemocratiC ticket, and that he was a radical of unsafe
90
The Poughkeepsie ~agle, with the divided feelings
tendencies.
of Republican affiliation and local pride, declared in an editooutlook, July 14, 1920, 494
87 john vanBibber, "Franl{lin D. Hoosevelt," World's Work, September, 1920, 452
88 ~ditorial: "Roosevelt for Vice-president," New York crimes,
July 7, 1920
89 ChicagoTri bune, July 8, 1920
90 Los Angeles Times, July 7, 1920
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torial that "ROoSovelt is a nice young man but that
cannot win
-

in a year when parties and

principl~s

and not individuals

important c onsid~rations. His nomination was a
91
defeat is a certainty."

91

52

h~

FeDeR. Letters, 492

ar~

complim~nt;

the

his

ten-year sentenc~ for the violation of the wartime
55
5
Act. To tour thee6 country in DebA' place and to carry

•

~e

burden of the

oampaign~~,

the Socialists nominated SeymoUr
6
stedman of Chioago as Vice ___ Presidential candidate. De~pite his
~

. oonf'inement, Debs conducte~ a campaign.
1n

to

the newspapers, and a

I01fever, on the whole, the

He did get his pic tures

few of than printed his statements.
pre ss of the country ignored Debs and

hi. party.
The Socialist platfcoOrm was drawn up by the more conserv.tive element s of the partytf.

It termed the League of Nations a

"mischievous organization;'"#' but it urged immediate reoognition

ot Rus sia, the signing of trthe peace treaties, and it opposed
ailitarism in any form.

AcoC0ording to its domestio

}r

ogram, the

platform called for the din::reot eleotion and recall of both the
president and

Vice-Preside~t,

the seleotion of the Cabinet by

Congress, and the reoall o~ federal judges.
the nationalization of all

It further advocat

oommercial bUiJiness done on a natio

Icale, a single tax on rentjital value of land, the payment of war
debts by a progressive tax

on war profits, and the establish-

Mnt of' a shorter working c:f:;:lay by federal decree.

As is usual in

the ill rty plat forms, it casesti gated the Republioan and Democra tio
7
parties as enemies of libe~ty.
The results of the

~leotion,

in which the Socialists

polled only 914,980 votes oOut of a total 26,500,000 cast, reveal

.r
6
'I

BOme signifioant changeet=J in the d1 stribut ion of Socialist

Ibid.

JlIiit on, 45
Schri ftgie ss er, 62

r

-s-t-r-e-n-g-t-h-.-p-r-i-o-r-t-o-th-e-W-O-r-l-d-W-a-r-t-h-e-p-a-r-t-y-h-a-d-b-e-e-n-s-t-r-o-n-g-e-s-t-5"E
in the Far West; by 1920 the party was stronger among

t~e

city-

dwellers or the Northeast, and the greatest gains had been made
in districts largely inhabited by foreign-born workers or
8

Russian extraction.
In both major parties there were considerable

pro~reSH"

ive men and women, principally rrom the middle class, who were
far from satisfied; a group of them banded together, calling
themselves the Committee or Farty-eight, and sent appeals to
various groups tln'ougp.out the country to attend a gathering set
for July, in· Chicage.

The fir st response was from the Non-

Partisan League, a group which bad made political inroads in the
corn and wheat regions of

t~

North Central states, since 1915.

The League's enemies denounced it as an agrarian soviet; but
actually it worked among those groups which had not yet been
organized by the labor unions.

It opposed private monopoly,

advocating instead public or state ownership of the mills and
warehouses to which its members Shipped their produce. Offering
its support to candidates of either established party who
sponsored its views, the Nonpartisan League had elected the
governor and the majority of the legislature of North Dakota,
besides seating many state legislators in South Dakota, Minne9

sota, Idaho and Nebraska.
When the fir st oall for coopera tion reached labor,
Samuel Gompers forbade member s of the 1tmerican Federation of
Labor to attend the projected conference.
8 Holcombe, 329
9 SchriftJt1 esser 63

A few of the unionist!

defied Gompers instructions, called their own convention and

57

became the National Labor !arty, changing the name later to
10
•
It too made plans far a convention . in ChicaSFarmer-Labor.
in June.
Filled wi th hope and ideas, this heterogenous group
of farmers, unionists, intellectuals, small-business men, converged upon Chicago determined to draw up a platform and nominate a candidate.

The stage had been set; it was simply a

matter of unifying the splinter groups and designing a realistic
11
oampaign.
~e

Committee of Forty-eight at first met apart from

the neighboring convention of the Farmer-Laborites.

Since they

were handicapped by the lack of funds and the lack of a means
of publioity, they were not strong enough to launch a thirdparty movement alone.

Shortly after they were assembled, the

majority of the delegates marChed in a body to where the FarmerLabor party was in session, and were welcomed to the fold. The
Joint convention then prooeeded bravely, in the faoe of repudiation by the Amerioan Federation of Labor and defection by
the Non Partisan League, which had reconsidered and deoided to
12
ha ve none of the mo vemen t •
Some at the oonvention looked to Robert M.LaFollette,
and his national reputation as a liberal and an organiser, as
their only hope for political survival.
the nomination, but he

10. IbId.
11
12

nnton, ' 49
Ibid., 53

-

~efused

LaFollette was offered

to abandon the Republioan party;

he also believed many proposals of the Farmer-Laborites too
radical.

The

conve~tion

then decided upon Parley P.

58

Chr~sten

sen, a lawyer from Sal t Lake City, Utah, a former Progressive
and presiding officer of the convention.

Having been oounsel

for the IWW, he wa scans ider ed bY' labor to be a genuine radical;
his running mate was Max S. Hayes, at one time an influential
13
member of the Socialist party.
The Farmer -Labor p+a tform stressed the continuing need
for the protection of civil liberties; it asked for the immedi
recogni~ion

of Soviet Russia and the Irish Free State;

it

condemned American imperialism in Mexico; it urged that the
Supreme Court be stripped of its power to call acts of Congress
unconstitutional; and it advocated public ownership of the
railroads and proposed legislation to curb the "evils of
14
democracy.
The Farmer-Labor party had no chance of victory.

As

a minority party, it received little publicity from the newspapers and was hard pre ssed to raise the fund>with which to
hold meetings, and get out the vote.

The candidates made an

active campaign, and one of Christensen's first acts was to
demand of his Democratic and Republican rivals their support in
an effort to have the Socialist candidate, Eugene V. Debs,
15
The party made a conscious "effort to
released from ~ison.
reconcile the divergent interests of urban and rural labor, and
to revive the hotes, cherished by so many of its predecessors,

13 Hotc ombe, 33
14
15

Schriftgtesser, 65
"A Great Joiner," Current Opinion, September, 1920, 322

that the new party might become a major party and
16
rejuvenate national politics.

th~s

•

In the face of tremendous odds, the party nevertheless polled about a quarter df a million votes in the twenty
states in which the party appeared on the official ballot.
perhaps all it accomplished was to draw away from Wilson and the
17
Democrats the more idealistic voters.
To quote one critic:
the third party movement "created hardly a stir in the deep
18
waters of political complacency in 1920."

16
17
18

Holcombe, 333
Dodd, 420
Schriftgiesser, 66

r__------------------------~
CHAPTh'R IV.

'PLATFORMS COMPARED.

Political platforms of recent years were of necessity
vague creations, designed to include tho se points on which most
men agree.

Politicians presented their opinions in such a

mann~

that they might sell themselves to the greatest number of people.
In the case of a doubtful or controversial issue, the first impulse of the praotical politician W&s to straddle it, so that
harmony may be preserved, the party held together, votes attracum
1
and victory at the polls achieved. In 1920 both the major
parties were accused of a "straddle."
At the Republican convention in Chicago, it took these
entrusted with the task of tresenting the philosophy of their
party to the people, from Tuesday, June 8, until late Thursday
night to hammer out the platform.

Senator Jim Watson of Indiana

was chosed to supervise the document, assisted by Senators Lodge,
McCormick, Borah, Urandegee, and the reporter-delegate
Kansas, William Allen White.
difficult because

th~

f~m

Their assignment was the more

were all aware that two elements within

the party, with almost opposing principles, had to be reconciled:

there were divisions in foreign and domestic issues,
2

progressive and conservative opinion for and against the League.
1 Wilbur C. Abbott, "The Grea t Game of Politics," Yale ReView,
October, 1920, 46
2 Ibid.
60

Aft8r blaming the Democrats for being unprepared both for
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war and peace, decrying the abolition of civil liberties• under
Attorney-General Palmer, the platform presented its domestic
policy.

The Republicans favored cutting the public debt,

lowering the taxes of the waalthy and the excess profits tax;
they

advoc~ted

the retUl'n of

t~

railroads to private operators

The popular issue of prohibition was avoided, but farmers were
described as the backbone of the nation, and labor was welcomed
3

into cooperation in a common task with capital.
Coming to foreign affairs the platform makers were
on difficult ground.
others desiree.

:..r.C13

Some favored out and out isolationism;
form of international cooperation; and some

favored the League of Nations as it st ood.

After much adept

maneuvering, the League plank was drawn up;
The Republican Party stands for
agreement among nations to preserve
the peace of the \yorld. We believe
that such international association
must be based on international justice,
and must provide methods which shall
maintain the rule of public right by
the development of law and the decision of international courts, and which
shall secure instant and general international confe~ence Whenever peace shall
be threatened by political action, so
that the nations pledged to do and insist
upon what is just and fair may exercise
their influence and power for the prevention of war. We believe that all this can
be done wi thout the compromise of national
independence, without depri nng the people
of the United states in adVance of the
right to determine for themselves what
is just and fair, 'Rhenthe occasion arises
and without involving them as
3 Schriftglesser, 9

participants and not as peacemakers
in a multitude of quarrels, the
merits of which they are unable to
•
judge. The covenant signed b.Y the
President at Paris failed tJ~gnally
to accomplish this great punpose,and
conta1.ns stipulations, not only
intolerable for an independent people,
but certain to produoe the injustice,
hostility, and controversy among nations
whioh it proposed to prevent. Tha t oovenant repudiated, to a degree wholly unneoessary and unjustifiably" the time-honored
polioies in favor of peace deolafr~cf:}j:>y
Washing to n, Jefferson, and Monroe. • • .
••• The unfortunate insistenoe of the
President upon having hi. QWn::way, wi thout
any chinge and without any regard to the
opinions of a majority of the Senate, which
shares with him in the treaty-making power,
and the President's demand th"it the TI"eaty
should be ratified without ~ny modification,
crea ted a s i tua t ion in Vlhich Sena tor 8 were
required to vote upon their consciences • • •
against the Treaty a.s it was p~jEented.
• • • we pledge the coming Republican
administration to such agreeIlJ;)nts with
other DB. tions of the wor ld as shall meet
the full duty of AnB rica to civilization
and humanity, • • • without surrendering
the right of the Americ an pe ople to
exercise its judgment and its power in
favor of justice and peace. 4
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To the Republican supporters of the League of Nations the
plank VIas a great disappOintment.

One CommentatOr remarked

that the first two paragraphs seemed to promise international
oooperation, but

t~e

next four seemed to take it away, like

the small print of a contI'1.C't.

All the voters had to do was
5
to pick their fa vorite paragraph.
William !toward Taft was of
the opinion that the plank was for tm adoption of the League
with the Lodge reservations, but that it was designed to pre4 Rep·~4)~ican C.lLta!gn Text-Book, 1920, issued by the :tq:ub11can National Comm ttee, 70 - 72
5 Bailey, 302

vent the bolt of

ohnson and !3ora

e party.
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William Allen White oharacterized the League plank as a

•

"Pandora I s box of seemingly contradictory propositions, II and
nothing better could have been achieved by Machiavelli or
7
Richelieu at their best.
Newspaper comment again was cOlored by party preference.

The Chicago Tribune stated:
The RepublIcan platform is a compromise of conflicting ideas, as
the Democra.tic will be, and on tl e
whole it offers a sufficiently explicit
guidance for voters- Wha t it will come
to in terms of actual accomplishment
must depend very largely on tm man who
is nominated and elected chief executi ve.8

The Los Angeles Times wrote, of July 11:
The platform adopted is one~at every
loyal American regardless of political
affilia tion can support • • • • Only on
a single plank is t~ re any evidence of
attempted evasion~ The League of Nations
plank is clearly a compromise with the
elemen ts the. t favor a policy of isolation,
for thi s country in re spect to int.ernat~
ional rela tiona. But even in that plank
the spiri t of the League is manifest,
although the letter is obscure.9
The New York Times declared in an editorial:
only one thing really mattered in the
Republican platform th is year. It was
the plank dealing with the League of
Nations. The other planks might be
excellent, mediocre, non-commital, or
pos i ti ve 1'1 bad, and th e C9.un try vTould
not grea tly ~E_re. • • • .lhe final com:2romise patched up is said to "please
6 William Howard Taft, "Mr. WIIson and the Campaign, It Yale ReView, october, 1920, 12
7 "The Nomination of .u. ard ing and v oolidge," Current Opinion,
July, 1920, 8
8 Editorial: "The Platform," Chicago Tribune , tTui}"f.t~ 11, 1920
9 Los Angele s Time s, June 11, 1920

every ody.
That means inevitably
that it can please nobody who believes
in honest thought and plain action. 10
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It further dec lared the .League plank to be "tho, most indefini te,
confusing, contradictory, and cfoss-eyed series of proposals ever
put forwar d • "

The plank indicated that the Senators had been in-

s:_ncere; in Washington they professed to be trying to get the
rreaty ratified, but at Chicago no reservations were tolerated.

11

The Outlook remarked:
Though not free from buncombe, the
diction of this platform is an improvement upon the usual platform
phraseology. It is longer than need
be; it is to be remembered, however,
that a platform is prepared to be used
in all sorts of ways by party workers,
and not only as a whole but in bits.
Judged as it ought to be by other
political platforms and not by the
ideal of the individual reader, this
announcement of Republican doctrine is
an advanCe upon the party declarations
to which tho, country has been accustomed. 12
DemocratiC politicians were pleased with the Republican platform I s straddling of the itgreat issue;" and they felt
that their task would be relatively easy.

~evertheless,

the San

Francisco platform writers had three complex problems with which
13
to grapple; prohibiti~n, Ireland and the League.
Senator
Carter Glass was named head of the committee which was to draft
the platform; the committee began deliberations at seven-thirty
in the evening of the opening day, and finished tho, platform in
tjme to be read at the opening session the next morning. 'rhe
C;:ditorial: "The Platform," New Yor:-c Times, June 11, 1920
11 Current 0tinion, July, 1920, 8
12 ~e Repu lican Convention: Its Candidates and Platform, II
Outlook, June 23, 1920, 372
13 Bailey, 316

To

completed document subordinated all issues to the League
of Nations.
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After praising Wilson for his courage and good
4

faith, the platform stated:
The Democratic party favors the League
as the surest, if not the only, practicable means of maintaining the permanent peace of the world and terminating
the insufferable burden of great military and naval establishments. It was
for this that America broke away from
her traditional isolation and spent her
blood and treasure to crush a colossal
scheme of co nguest. • • . We advocate
the immediate ratification of the Treaty without reservations which wouldimpair its essential integrity, but We ~o
not oppose the acceptance of any reservation making clearer or more specific
any of the obligations of the United
States to the League associates. 14
rhe Democrats defended the President's Mexican policy, sympathized With Irish aspirations for self-gOVernment, and promised
15
independence to t he Philippines.
With the Republican platform
before them, the Democrats devoted too much space in their own
to attacks upon the rival party.

As the Administration party

it would have been wiser to concentrate upon its own record,
rather than to call attention to what the opposition party
16
fai led to do.
The New York rimes was unstinting in its praise of
the Democratic platform; it stated: ·
The Republicans Were so hampered by
the tortuous course which they had
pursued respec ting the Treaty, and
were so afraid of splitting their
party, that they could not speak in
a clear voice. They shuf f led and
hedged and qualified and dodged and
14 Democratic Text Book, 1920
15 Hacker, 4
16 Herbert Adarn.s Gibbons, "The Presidential Campaign," Century
Ma~azineJ october, 1920, 837

~----------~---S-ku--l-k-e-d-.---I-n--c-o-n--tr--a-s-t-,--th--e--D-e-m---------------------6-6~
ocrats are positive and explicit.
They feel in honor committed to stand
by the Allies who stood by us. They
rightly declare a separate peace for
the United States to be abhorrent and
unthinkable . • • • The whole has an
aggressi ve and fighting tone, and will
make it possible for the Democrats to
maintain a vigorous attack throughout
the campaign upon the two-faced
insincerities of the Republican platform ••
In fact, the whole platform may be said to
be one intended to strengthen and reassure
every legitimate commercial and financial
en terprise in the country. • • • In
domestic matters the platform is ~yed to
the preservation of the established
American way of meeting the recurring
problems of industry and of life • • • •
All told, the work of the platform
builders at San Francisco is better and
braver than those who took counsel of
their fears had believed possible. From
it the solid business interests of the
country may well take fresh courage.17
The Boston Evening Transcript took the opposite point of view:
'a document--of negations and evasions
on most subjects • • • the platform
finally adopted at San Francisco
yesterday really assumes to be
explicit on one subject, which is the
League of Nations • • • • weighed in the
balance, it must be found, on the str-ength
even of its own claims, professions and
promises, lamentably wanting. 18
The New York Tribune remarked that:
-"---'-The San Francisco platform is a
colorless and inexplicit instrument.
On important matters which d1 vide
public opinion it is silent or it
dodges. • • • Political platforms
are commonly designed to cajole and
deceive, while avoiding anything
1'1 Editorfa-:r:,r-strong and Sound Pla tform, It New York Times,
July 3, 1920
18 Editorial: 1"Th e Democratic Platform," B~st~n.-!v~ning_~.r_~?s
crt t, July 3, 9 20

-

likely to caUSe party disharmony.
So the vague and evasive San francisco declaration is no novelty.
But seldom has there been indefiniteness so open, and a new high
water mark of wordiness is s~t • • • •
Many complain of the speak-easy quality of the Chicago platform. Compared With its brother of San Francisco, t he Chicago product is a
model of decisiveness. 19
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rhe Tribune observed that since the Democratic party does not oppose reservations to the League covenant, it was no different
from the Republican position.

For that reason the treaty should
20
not be a political issue nor part of the election campaign.
AS another author put it, "reservation" or "nullification " de-

p'3nded somewhat on who was doing the reserving or nullifying.

An

article in the Century pointed out that the Democrats preserved
the fiction that the Treaty and the League were inseparable; and
that any reservation to the League would automatically kill the
treaty.

It further declared that of th'3 statesmen who drew up

the treaty, [Lloyd George, Clemenceau, Grey] Wilson was the only·
22
one to hold that view.
Most people were quick to note that the platforms of
the two major parties were similar in many, many respects; the
chief diff erence was OVer the League issue, but eVen there the
23
The ProhiRepublicans and Democrats had something in common.
bition controversy was avoided by both parties in order to avoid
a split into factions: the a~ricultural South and West, versus
J.~ H:ditorial: "The Frisco Platt'orm,
New York Tribune, July 4,
1920
20 ~ditorial: liThe End of a Long Trail," NeW York Tribune,
July 3, 1920
21 Bailey, 316
22 Gibbons, 839
2~ Outlook. July 14. 1920. 491

~
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the industrial East. However, the silenoe on the liquor
68
que8tion might be regarded as a moral viotory for the drys,
25
•
sinoe Prohibition was the law of the land.
A few other minor
differenoes were the Irish plank, whioh the lDemoorats adopted
and the Republioan did not; and the revision of immigration
laws, with the Republioans coming out squarely for restriotion,
while the Democrats, with their large foreign element, remained
26

silent.
The similarities are numerous.

The high oost of

living, according to the Republican platform, was fifty per oent
depreoiation of the purchasing value of the dollar and the unsound policies of the Democratio party.

The opposing platform

plaoed the blame upon the war and the Republioans.

The Repub-

lioans vigorously attaoked the way in which Mexioo was handled
by the Administration and pledged itself to a polioy which would
enforoe respeot fQr the Amerioan flag.

The Democrats deolared

that their party was unwilling to take advantage of Mexic., but promised reoognition When a new, stable gpvernment could be
established.

The RepUblioans oondemned

Wils~n

for asking Oon-

gress to empower him to accept a mandate for Armenia, but they
expressed sympathy for the people of that oountry.

The Demo-

oratic platform expressed the belief that this oountry should
help Armenia to establish its own government.

Women voters,

using their new privilege for the first time in a preSidential
election, were weloomed by both parties in short paragraphs.
'Ken €, 441
25 Gibbons, 834
26 Ibid.

24
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Both parties offered inducel1l3nts to the farmer, the Democrats
going at some length into the subject of farm
costs.

The

Rep~blicans

legislatio~

6

and

declared their opposition to government

ownership of railroads and endorsed the Esch-Cummins Act.

The

Democrats asked only that the act be given a fair chance.

The

Republican party pointed out that Congress had appropriated
gen~rously

fO!' the disabled of the war and declared that it

showed the party purpose of caring for the wounded and maimed;
the Democratic platform eahoed these sentiments.

The Republican

platform recognized the justice of collective bargaining and
sug~sted

that the government take steps to reduce the frequency

of strikes; however they offered no definite plan. The Democrats,
likewise, viewed Collective bargaining with a friendly eye and
deplored strikes, but they too, failed to outline a remedy. The
Republicans urged a reform in the tax laws, but no reduction in
total revenue.

The Democrats also asked tax reform,

the Republican Congress for failure to do so.

cond~lning

50th parties

declared themselves in favor of the exclusion of Asiatics; conZI

gratulated themselves on the establishment of a

~rchant

marine.

There was a little bit in both platforms on the tariff, no trust
planks; and both ignored Russia and were silent on the Soldier's
bonus.

Smnming up, as the Current Opinion remarked, with the

exception of the League plank, the two platforms might have been
written by the same hand.28.
27 New York Evenini Post, July 6, 1920
28 "The League orations as the Dominant Issue," Current
~, August, 1920, 151

Opi_~

Since both the choice of candidates and the

70

..

party platforms did nothing to make the voter's choice easy,
it remained fOl' the campaign to bring out the more pronounced
differences between the parties, by
the principals.

D1e

ans of the

sp~eches

of

CHAPTER V
CAMPAIGNING
In 1920, the poli tica 1 c OOlpaigns startAd wi th the
official notification of nomination, and the acceptance speech
by the candidate.rhe nominating convention customarily appointed a committee to bring the glad tidings in person; this usually
occurred some six weeks after the convention adjourned.

The Rep-

ublic8.n notification Ceremony took place in a park in Marion,
Ohio, Harding's homA town, on July 22; that same small town was
to be the site of the major portion of Republican activity, SinCe
Ha:fdi ng

and his party advisers had determined on a Itfront-porch It

campaign of the McKinley type.

Members of the l1epublican Natio-

nal l.Ionuni ttee from all the states were seated on the platform
when Senator Henry Cabot Lodge delivered the official notification.

In clOSing his acceptance speech, Harding said:
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my countrymen all: I wo..lld
not be my natural self if I did not
utter my consciousness of my limited
ability to meet your full expectations or to realize the aspiration~
within my own breast, but I will
gladly give all that is in me, all
of heart, soul and mind and abiding
love of country, to service in our
conunon caUSe. I can only pray to
the omnipotent God that I may be
as worthy in serviCQ as I know myself to be faithful in thought and
purpose. One cannot give more.
Mindful of the vast responsibili ties
I must be frankly humble, but I have
that confidence in the conSideration
71

r
~anner
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and bearing. · He was an extremely handsome, imposing fig-

ure, with a warm, genuine smile.

The typical first-citiz;n of a

ssall town, Harding possessed the physical stamina to survive
4

two hours of continual hand-shaking.

Marion bl'lcame

th~

Mecca of

political favor-seekers, reporters, famous entertainers anxious
to show regard for the candidate.

FOr Newsreel photographers"

Harding posed pitching horsehoes and scoring ringers, but actually the ringers were dropped Over the stake by an assistant out
"5

of the range of t he camera.

When the Chicago \Jubs camA to town"

Harding donned a catcher's mitt and dexterously caught several
pitches from the team's great Grover Cleveland Alexander.

At the

same time he appropriately remarked that ttour one-man team had
muffed domestic affairs badly and had then struck out at Paris."

6

'The Ceremonies to notify Calvin Coolidge of his nomination took place on a part of the Smith Uollege grounds, at
7

Northampton" Massachusetts.

At first the party leaders planned

to give Coolidge the task of making the "Swing around the circ Ie,
the extensive,

str~nuous,

the NorthWest for a trial.

traveling campaign; they sent him to
It was soon found that he lacked pop-

ular appeal because of his dry voice and chill New
ner; the try-out was a dismal failure.

~ngland

man-

Then Coolidge was hasti-

ly transfereed to the southern states of Kentucky, Tennessee"
North and i;;)outh Carolina, Since it was certain that he could do
little harm in the solid South" and possibly he might do some
'4 Adams" 170
5 Minton~ 55
6 Bailey, 326
7 Coolidge, 151

r~~----8~--------------------------------------------~7~4~
goOd.
On the whole, however, Coolidge was kept in the background; it mattered little since, not being thA head of tlle tic9

kat, he neithAr issued nor declared policies.

Coolidge posed

for many newspaper pictures at his father's home in Plymouth,
Massachusetts; and because he had little to say, the newspaper10

men Anjoyed writing about the taCiturn "Silent Cal."
With the two chief candidates ineligiblA for active
campaigning, it remained for Republican professional spell-binders to take the stump.

Men like Governor Lowden of Illinois,

Herbert Hoover, and Senator Hiram Johnson took over the task.
vall Hays had seen to it that the campaign was WAll organizAd
and directed.

'fhe method employed by the party to raise funds

was entirAly different from any method Aver before tried.

The

Republicans initiated a system of personal soliCitation which resembled that used by the Red Cross and the L1berty Loan organiaa11

tion in their financial drives during the World War.

In an

effort to refute Democratic charges that they Were buying the
government, the Republicans would not permit anyone person to
contribute more than $1000.

fhis resulted in the party being

unable to Secure sufficient funds to carryon its work; and con12

sequently the party

c~Qsed

the campaign with a large deficit.

The Republic'an expenditures for the 1920 campaign Were the great'S Adams, 170
9 Coolidge, 152
10 Schriftgiesser, 70
11 James K. Pollock, Party Campaign Funds, Alfred A. Knopf, NAW
York, 1926, 71
12

~.,

129
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est then recorded; however, nost of the monAY had been spent in

preliminary work, so that after

th~

National Convention il1 June,
13

many further eXPenSeS could be avoided.
Probably the most eerious camplai nts
raised against the contributions to
party funds relate to their size.
When one person donates $ 50,000 or
1l:l00 ,000 to t hFi fund of a particular
party, the inference is immediately drawn
by many persons that the donor is seAking influence in the party. In past
campaigns there have been many large
contributions to t he funds of both
parties. 14
Nevertheless, it was true that at least six men on tho DemocratiC
contributors list of 1912 and 1916 were later appointed forAign
ambassadors; and undoubtedly large contributors in the
can party

~ere

granted important posts.

~iepubli-

Certainly the objection

seemed v alid, so party leaders, noting the trend of public San15

timent, ruled against large donations.
The most difficult problem to be solved b y the Republican candidate was his exact position on the League of Nations
issue.

It waS well-known that there were two opposing factions

in the Republican party; and Uarding was in the middle, apparently believing that it was his job to keep peace between the "irreconci lables," like Senator Johnson, and the pro-Leaguers, like
Taft.

If harmony could be preserved until after the election,

perhaps Harding could then. work out something in line with the
16
.
wishes of t he maJority.
During the campaign Harding wobbled
allover the issue; in one breath he denounced the Treaty of Ver13 Ibid., 28
14 'f6I'CI., 127
15 ft)I'a'., 128
16 Bailey, 328

saille S and all its conditions then he would speak of amending
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the League so that it would be acceptable to the UnitAd states,
particularly to the Senate; still later he mentioned some vague
association of nations which the country would be willing to : "
17
AS a matter of tact, in most of his speo.cheti, Harding
join.
condemned the "Wilson" League; but conceded the possibility of an
amended League.

In a speech from his front porch on August 28,

he outlined his ideas on an association of nations; but one
month later admitted that he was without any specific program re18
Late in Septem.ber, 1e aving his front
lative to such a SCheme.
porch in order to counteract the effects of Cox's whirlwind campaign, Harding undertook a series of

on~:~-night

stands.

At Des

MOines, Iowa, on October 7, Harding made the tactical blunder of
coming out positively against the League ,saying:
I do not want to clarify these obligations; 1 want to turn my back
on them. It is not interpretation
but rejection I am see ~ in g • • • •
I understand the position of the
Democ ratic e,andida te and he understands mine • • • • In simple words,
it is that he favors going into the
Paris League and I favor staying
out. 19
1 tnrned 1 a te ly, "irreconc i lable" Johnson took tho. stump for Hardi ng
in t he We st, and "irreconcilablf.!!)" Borah deC lared that Harding
spoke for the entire country because he was against any inter20

national League or association of any kind.
17
and
18
19
20

A group of thirty-one eminent people, mostly R~pubof Today, F. S. Crofts

licans, who hOPed to See America direct the restoration of
~urope,

~lihu l~Ot.

banded together under the leadership of

committee of Thirty-One included Charles

~vans

<II
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This

Hughes, Herbert

Hoover, Vdlliam Allen imite, George d.,dckersham, Nicholas
I'liurray 3utler, and William Howard Taft.

un Ocpober 14, just one

woek after Harding's Des MOines speech, a statement drawn up by
Root; and signed by the cornntitbee and later by tWenty-five other
names, was relaased to the press and the public.

It declared, in

effect, that:
rhe Republican party had long stood
fo r inte rnat ionalcooperation; the
Republican Senate had tried to~t
us into the ~eague With the Lodge
reservations, but had been blOCked by
Wilson. Cox, even if he won, could
not get the treaty through. The
Republican platform did not preclude
a League, and while Harding had admittedly been blOWing both hot and
cold, he had twice voted for the League,
and he had conceded the possibilities
of an amended League. Regardless of
what he was now saying, when he came
into high office the force of Circumstances would comp~l him to accept a
reserved League. he would then See
that the League was operating hopefully, and that the other nations
would not accept his vague aSSOCiation. 21
One commentator pointed out that such a statement was unique in
American history, sinCe nit virtually proclaimed, under the most
respectable auspices, that Harding was a liar, or he did not know
what he was saying, or he could be controlled by the elder
22
statesmen after election.ttrhere was no doubt but that hoot
document brought back ... into line many wavering hepublican voters.
21 Bai ley, 330
22 Ibid., 329

-
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In reply to this declaration, Harding and his speech
writers emphasized, in the closing weekS of the

campaign,·th~

when elecged, he would call to Washington t he "best minds" dm the
nation, men and women, Republicans and Democfats, and with them
work out some kind of an association of nations or even a recon23
struc ted League.
Thus came about the amazing and confusnd situation in
which harding was trying to be all things to all people.

One

newspaper remarked that there are two Sides to every question,
but

~ven

if there were three, the candidate for President would
24
be on all of them at once.
That Hardi ng could placate both
Johnson and Taft at the same time was a major political achieve-

ment.

Johnson would interpret Harding's words to mean an end to

the League; Taft was conVinced Hardjng favorp,d a League with reservations.

Taft would himsAlf have accepted the .....eague without

,

change, but he supported Harding s candidacy because he believed
that circumstances would compel him to return to his senatorial
25
position of a Lodge reservationist.
In his autobiography Cox
stated that undoubtedly Taft, a former Republican PreSident, felt
that he could not betray his party, but acted in good faith.
COx then remarked that Wilson should have taken Taft to PariS as

one of the peace commissioners, Since he would have added prestige and devotion to the League.

26

In such a way, therefore did

it come about that Harding won the support of
23 Adams, 177
24 Bailey, 328
25 Schriftgiesser, 75
26

Cox, 278

both pro-leaguers and anti-Leaguers.
27
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Many of them later regret-

•

ted that support.

The general tone of the campaign, between the prinCipals, was polite, well-bred, and decorous; especially since in
the private lives of the two men were facts which could easily
lead to mud-slinging.

The Democratic leaders knew about Harding'

liaison with Nan Britton, and of his illegitimate daughter, but
they did not use their information in the campaign.

By the same

token, the Hepublicans did not emphasize the fact of Cox's divorce, an event which could have been expected to alienate the
28
Democratic Catholic vote.
The one sensation of the campaign,
the story that there was negro blood in the

Har~_ng

plOded during the last few days of the campaign.

family, ex-

At first the

story was passed along in whispers; but then millions of anonymous circulars flooded the country, attempting to prove the rumor by a genealogical tree.

Under orders from the indignant Pre-

Sident viilson, the post offices refused to receive or handle the
Circulars; thereupon messengers were hired to distribute them by
29

hand at night.

The Circular, With its attached affadavits and

tables, stated that there was not just one strain of negro blood
30

in the Hardi ng family, but four.

One of the affadavits bore

the Signature of W. E. Chancellor; and at that time there was a
William E. Chancellor on the faculty at Wooster College, not far
31
from Marion.
Chancellor was an author whose books had been
~7 Mye rs, 405
28 Stone, 31
29 Daugherty, 60
30 Ibid.
31 Sullivan, 133

r
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published by Macmillan, Putnam's, and Houghton Mifflin, and he

•
called himself an anthropologist, ethnologist and genealogist.
Convinced of the truth in the local gossip about Harding, Caancel·
lor investigated the matter and published his conclUSions in pamphlets entitled. Harding's l!amily Tree and ro the fvlen andliomen of
32
America.
It must have reqUired between fifteen to twenty thousand dollars to print and distribute the Circulars, so the question naturally arose as to the source of the money.
ChanCellor could not have paid the bills

f~om

Professor

his salary; Cox,

the rival candidate, was not the kind of man to resort to smear
tactiCS; other Democrats denied any connection with the enterpriSe.

l'he identity of the financial "angel" has nevel" bRen
33

discovered, so the

myste~y

still

r~mains.

Professor Chancellor

lWas summoned before the board of trustees of Wooster College to
Ibe questioned.
pe~try,
~oard

~ut

ue

admitted having made a study of Harding's an-

but denied writing the Circular.

By unanimous vote, the

requested his resignation and Chancellor submitted it with-

protest.

After the election of harding, but before his in-

Chancellor went to Canada and remained there during
34
the administration.

~ugu~ation,

The politiciams wondered what to do about the s t ory.
It had reared its head in every election in which harding was a
35
lIrandidate, from 1998 to 1920.
Newspaper reporters at hiarion
tried to trace the story to its source.
32 Adams, 180
33 Ibid., 181
34 Eullivan, 133
35 Daugherty, 60

It went bac,{ some seventy years to
a sChoolyard quarrel of children,
one side of which, after exhausting
the e ft'ectiveness of tongue stuck
out and thumb to the nose, and after
uSing up the more familiar epithets of
"scum" and "trash," had the hapPTt inventiveness to think of "nigger. t As
it happened, t his particular quarrel
did not have the fortunate evanescence
of most school-yard flare-ups. An inCi dent of physical violenc e attended
it and this led to a neighboorhdod feud
that inc luded grown-ups. "Nigge r" became an epithet which one side hurled
at the other; for generations the epithet remained alive • • • • 36

81

Immediately that Chancollor I s genealogical table appeared, Chairman Will Hays issued an authentic family tree which had been
drawn up by the histbl'ie.al society of Wyoming, Pennsylvtnia,
37
where the early Hardings had stopped on th~ir way to Ohio.
The Republican 'campaign managers deCided to leave the deciSion
up to Harding whether to ignore the story, or issue a formal
denial.

Throughout hi s political Q,a;reer l'larding had never stoop-

ed to deny the rumor; but it was believed that in 1920 he was
wil l ing to give the story official notice by means of a whole38

sale denial until Mrs. harding vetoed the entire plan.

The

only public reference to the slander was made by Harry Daugherty,
when he introduced Harding at the last speaking engagement in
Columbus; he closed with the words: "NO lip of libel nor tongue
, 39
of slander can h arm your cause, or wou. "
Although the politicians were puzzled as to their
course of action regarding the story, the newspapers Were in a
36 Sullivan, 136
37 Ibid., 132
38 Acr"""aitis, 184

greater quandary.

Since it was a dangerous story as well as a

"big story," most papers suppressed it.
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In thA history o~ Ameri-

can newspapers, it would bA hard to find another instance whe're
so much was lAft unprinted on a topic of public interest.

40

The

NeW York T.?vening Post published an editorial on November 1, which
adVised the voters to vote on issuAs instead of scandal:
This rule holds tr.ue {or thA story
about SAnator Harding s ancAstry.
No intelligent voter should allow
his judgment to bA influenced by
an argument that would not be germane if it Were true; and this particular argument has been projected
into publicity at a timA When there
is no opportunity for passing on its
truth of falSity. The only wa~to
handle the bUSiness of Harding s ancestry is to pick it up with the
tongs and throw it into the ash barrel. There are enough real reasons
why Senator Harding should be defeated tomorrow. 41
Most observers !liere agreed that the negro allegation
produced no adver-se effects politically; on the contrary, it
~oomeranged

in Harding's favor.
Meanwhile James Middleton Cox and his Democratic

~dvisers

Were plotting their campaign strategy.

The first meet-

.Lng between the two principals occurred when li'ranklin D. Hoose~elt

stopped off at Columbus on his way home

~isco

convention.

~ague

~eal

~rom

the San

~ran-

Cox felt that thAY should not emphasize the

question too mUCh, but should concentrate on a strong ap-

to labor and on the prohibition question. Roosevelt baCked

the League of Nations wholeheartedly. Just who suggested the
Adams, 184
41 ~ditorial: UVote on ISsues, Not on Scandal, II New York ~vening Post, November 1, 1920

40
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\"isi t to iUlson was ' difficult to determine.

In his autobiography

cox took credit for originating the plan, which Roosevelt" I:'mthusiastically supported; Roosevelt's biographer declared that he
suggested to Cox the advantages of a visit to ,jilson, and that
42
cox concurred.
Several of the party leaders, among whom was
~dmond

Moore, Cox's campaign manager, Were conVinced that it

would be pOlitically unwise for Cox to align himself with Wilson
too closely, since the defeat of MCAdoo and Palmer at the con-43
vention had been interpreted as a victory OVer Wilson.
Perhaps
the meeting

was arranged so that Cox could meet I-ilson for the

first time, although Cox maintained that whenever he was in
waShington on state bUSiness, he always stopped at th" White
House.

Perhaps the visit was to show the electorate that the
44
party was united.
At any rate, Cox and HoosAvelt made a jour-

nf3Y to Washington and conferred with the President on July 18,
1920; it was their first official act as candidates.
account of the visit was as follows:
I accompanied the Governor on the
viSit to hilson. A lagge crowd
greeted us at the station and we
went directly to the VJhite House.
rhere we were aSked to wait fifteen
minutes, as they Were taking the
president to the portico faCing the
grounds .As We came in sight of the
portiCO we saw the tresident in a
wheel chair, his left shoulder covered with a shawl whieh concealed his
left arm, which was paralyzed, knd the
Governor said to me, "He is a very
sick man."
42 Hatch, 120
43 Cox, 243
44 F.D.R. Letters, 496

Hooseve1t's

-

rhA Governor wAnt up to the PreSj dent
and warmly greeted him. Wilson lool-ted
up and in a very low, weak voice said,
"Th~nk you for coming.
I am very
glad you came." His utter weakness
was startling and I noticed tears in
tho eyes of Cox. A little later Cox
s~id, "Mr. Prpsident, we atte going to
be a million per cent with you and
your administration, and that means
the League of Nations. It ~ hA .i.-'resident looked up again, and again in a
voice scarcely audible, he said, "I
am very grateful,1I and ' then repeatAd,
III am very grateful. It 45

84
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At the conclusion of the interview, Cox and Roosevelt paused
with JosAphrumulty, Wilson's secret.ary, to write a longhand
statement regarding the conference. Cox's rAad:
From every viewpoint the meeting was
delightful.rhe President was at his
best, recally any detail inquired about as bearing upon the international
Situation and enlivening the whole conference with a humorous anecdotA now
and then in his characteristic way. We
are agreed as to the meaning and suffiCiency of th"l Democr :;.tic platform and
the duty of the party in the face of
threatened bad faith to the world in
the name of America. His thought is
still of thA war and the pledgAs We
gave to those who s acttificed. One
easily sees t hat as the leader of
th"l nation who aSked for our sons
and our reSourCes upon a very distinct
understanding and obligation he is
resolved that faith shall b"l kept.
To this his thought and life are dedicated. What he promisAd I shall use
my strength to givA. 46
Roosev~lt

45
46

wrote:
I wish that every American could have
been a Silent witness to the meeting
of these two great men.1heir splendid
accord and their high purpose are an

Cox, 241
Ibid., 242

--

r~~----------------~
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inspiration. I need only add that
my regret in leaving my post under
President Wilson is softened by
the knowledge that my neW "Commander-in-chief" will b e his wholly
worthy successor. 47

..

until the time of the interview Cox had not decided whether he
would make the League of Nations a key iS s ue of his campaign;
hOWever, after July 18, Cox became an ardent supporter of the
48
League.
Perhaps the decision was influenced by his compassion
49
for the ailing President.
The next hurdle for the Democratic party was the Selection of a National Chairman, s1 nCe the incumbent, Homer S.
Cummings did not desire re-election.

Cox and Hoosevp,lt were

present at the meeting of the National Committee at Columbus,
July 20,

~he

prevailing opinion was that the new chairman should

be from OhiO, since the election would be hotly contested in the
Buckeye state.

The most likely man for the job,

who had managed Cox's pre-convention

~ampaign,

~dmond

Moore

refused the

position himself • . Moore then strongly opposed the selection of
Cox's second chOice, Cordell Hull, Congressman from TenneSsee,
the

t'

e ason being some misunderstanding that had developp,d between
50

tho. two men during the c onvention.

After Seven hours of deli-

beration it was arranged that Moore would resign as the Ohio member of the National Committee and be replaced by Congressman
George vi hite, who was immddiately elevated to the chairmanship of
the Committee.

47 Ibid., 243
48 I'::ent, 454
49
50

Thp,se tactics were made necessary by the rulp,s

F.D.R. Letters I 498
Cox, 238

r
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which stated that the Committee could be headed only by one of
51

its members.
Democratic campaigning began With the offici al notification ceremonies at Cox's home town of Dayton, on

~ugust

7.

'r h8 acc8ptanc8 speech of the candidate was expected to indicate
plainly his interpretation of the party platform.

Cox stated

unequivocally that as the Democratic candidate hA favored jOining
the League of Nations which was already in operation.

Regarding

reservations, Cox dec lared that "ourplatfomn clearly lays no bar
against any additions that will be helpful, but it speaks in a
firm resolution against anything that disturbs the v:1,tal princi52

pIe."

The notification did not take place at Cox's home, a

beautiful mansion called "Trails.:,nd;"

The usual custom was aban-

doned b.:,cause the party leaders feared that if pictures of the
estate Were to appear in the newspapers, votes might be lost.
53
Obviously Cox could not affect the small , town atmosphere.
The vice-presidential candidate received his official
notification at Hyde Parle, New York, on August 9.
bled crowd, Eoosevelt said:
In our world problems we must either
shut our eyes, sell our newly built
merchant marine to more farseeing
foreign powers, crush utterly by embargo and harassing legislation our
foreign tradA, C10SA our ports, and
build an impregnable wall of costly
armaments and live, as the orient
used to live, a hermit nation, dreaming of the past; or we must open our
eles and eee that modern civilization
51 F.D.R.Let ers, 498
52 Schri ftgiesser, 72
53 Dodd, 428

To the assem-

r~

____________________________

~
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has become so complex and the lives of
civilized men so interwoven With the
lives of other men in other countries
as to make it impossible to be in this
\"orld and not of it. We must See that
it is impossible to avoid, except by
monastic seclusion, those honorable
and intimate foreign relations which
the fear~ul-hearted shudderinglt miscall by the devil's catchword, 'international complications." 54
Cox

too~

the stump in a most ambitious tour which tom

him some 22,000 miles and brought him before approximately 2,000,
000 people.

"He gestured vigorously, stampAd his foot emphati-

55
cally, and called spades spades, crooks crooks, and liars liars."
In the early part of his campaign, Cox chargAd that the RepublicanS Were raiSing a huge slush fund with which to "buy" the PresidAncy; he laid his evidence of a $30,000,000 fund before the
Kenyon Committee which began an investigation of thq matter; and
he branded the two pri nc ipal Ropublican money-rai se rs, "the
56
Gold Dust twins."
Cox also served notiv-e that his was to be a
dry, and not a wet, campaign, regardless of thq fanCies of the
57
He assailed the Republicans for accusing him
big city bosses.
of being a tlwetlt; and he truthfully pointed out the fact that
58
Harding owned stock in a brewery.
one of Cox's trips during the campaign was the longest on record.

Lasting twenty-nine days, and c'overing 9975

miles, the campaign swing touched all the states west of

th~

Missi ssippi wi th the exception of Arkansas, Louisiana, and
54 Schrlftgiessep, 75
55 Bai ley, 322
56 Pollock, 19
57 1}odd, 429
58 Bailey, 322

59
Texas.

88
The candidate remarked that it was easy to discover
4

the politics of the man who was running the nearby switth engine
during speeches from the platform of the special train.
gin~er

The en-

would be quiet with his locomotive or not, depending on
60

his partisanship.

Then Cox easually observed that he did not

have as many dis agreeable experiences along those lines as did
the Hepublican candidate.
only in the last few weAks of his campaign did Cox
make the League tho, paramount issue.

He attempted to discuss

the lp,ague from various angles, going so far as to explal n the
controversial Article X to Ifish and Gennan audiences.

If Cox

was in doubt as to how to proceed, he woald simply. look in the
newspapers for some contradiction in a

RaW

61
statement by Harding.

In one of his last speecheS before e1ectioh day, in Madison
Square Garden, Cox made a marked departure from the Wilson line
regarding the LAague covenant, when he announced that the United.
States should assume no obligation to defend other members of the
62
League "unless approved and authorized by CongrAss in each case."
That statement made Cox's position on the League essentially that
of Senator Lodge; and it movelll Charles wans Hughes to remark
that before the week was out the Democratic candidate would be
, 03
running on the Repub1ic'an plat form.
Cox had his shortcomings, but there was only one
issue on which he could be
59 Cox, 266
60 Ibid., 267
61 . I'5id., 270
62 'S'C'FiFi ftgiesser, 78
63 Bailey, 323

critici~ed

in politics.

In 1916,

running for re-election as Governor of Ohio, he had courted the
votes of the German-Arn'3ricans.

89

Many editorials in his pat'er, the

Dayton News, Were distinctly pro-German; even after the Lusitania
was sunk the newspaper observed that the "U-boats have committed
64
no crime against us."
Cox did not write the editorials; George
F. Burba did.
~a's

But since Cox neither criticized nor changed Bur65
editorials, he was ultimately responsible for their tone.

pox tried to offset the effect of those editorials in 1920 by
66
~ointing to his very creditable record as war Governor.
}Tanklin Delano Roosevelt as ViCe-presidential can~idate

was only slightly less energetic in his campaign travels

tthan was Cox.
~or

He twice toured the country from coast to coast,

a total of 18,000 miles, in his private railroad car, the

Nestboro, which was attached to regular trains acco~ding to a
67
~areful sChedule.
In three months he made nearly one thousand
not including the numerous impromptu addresses from the
68
frhe magical Roosevelt name -- some people
rear of the car.
~peeches,

vhought he was Teddy's son -- drew large crowds which so alarmed
vhe Republicans that they sent Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. out on
his trail to brand Franklin as a "maverick,t1 and to neutralize
69
Among Roosevelt's team on the Westboro was
his success.
70
~tephen ~arly who functioned as advance man.
Roosevelt gained
~4
Stone, iC9
65 ItThe NeW Democracy and Its Banner-Bearers," Current Opinion,
~ugust, 1920, 146
66 tlMr. Cox and the German-Americans,lt outlook, July,28, 1920,56C
~7
F.D.R. Letters, 508
~8

IbId.

70

Hatch, 123
Ibid.
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-

fruitful political experience during his
several bad blunders which were

pounc~d

campaign~

but

h~

made

90

on by the oppositfon.

First, he promised that if Cox were elected the treaty would be
ratif~ed

within Sixty days.

Then he was quoted as saying, at

Butte, Montana, that the United States ViOuld actually control
about twelve votes in the League

Assembl~;

that he himself had

controlled, while ASSistant Secretary of the Navy, the republics
of Santo Domingo and Haiti, and that he had written the neW con71

stitution of the latter himself.

While most people conceded

the inevitability of defeat, Roosevelt talked eagerly of victory;
perhaps he was kidding himself, or perhaps it was dust impossible
for him to engage in a fight wi thout believing that he would
72
Roosevelt made only one suggestion to Cox, that of having
win.
the ViCe-president si t with the Cabinet; when Gox refused he gave
as his reasons the

~act

that he wanted

ha~onious

relations with

Congress and therefore could not leave himself open to the
73
charge that the Vice-President was a ii hite House snoop.
president hilson watched the campaign with much interest.

About September 17 he contributed $ 500 to the Democratic

campaign, touching off a "Match-the-President" drive which was
74

quite successful.

HiS second effort to influence the eV:!ction

occurred on october 27 when he addressed a delegation of fifteen
prominent pro-League Hepublic a ns.

Reading from a manuscript in

a thick, low voice, he pleaded that we go through with our moral
71 BaileY, 323
72 Hatch, 121
73 Cox, 238
74 Bailey, 331

obligation to mai ntain world peace.

75

91
Wilson remained fixed in

his belief that Cox and Roosevelt would win, even though •his
Cabinet members reported that the DAmocrats did not have a
76
chance.
On the eVAning before AIAction i'ilson sent Cox his
77
congratulations on his courageous campaign.
Cox noted that the rAsults of thA election would prob
ably be determined by the fact that thrAA racial groups had gonA
over to thA Republican side: thA Irish, becausA Wilson had failed
to include Irish indApendence as part of thA VersaillAsprAaty;
the Ita.lians, because Fiume had been tai:l:en from Italy; and the
Germans, because ~'ilson had brought the United states into the
78
war.
. The raCial factor would assure a Democratic defeat in
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Neif York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, IllinOiS, Nebraska, and others.
Cox then struck out at what he termed the "militantly anti-Viilson
Catholic oligarchy, n whose influence sf)read to many parishes of
79
He cited no evidence in support of his charge;
the nation.
but perhaps it simply carried out to a logical conclusion his
accusation against the Irish, the Italians, and the Germans.
A

second episode of a religious nature happened when

the e.nti-;Niloo n Harvey's Weet{ly pUbliShed a cartoon of a famous
pa.inting by RaphaAl, in which it satirized Cox and the League.
Fearful lest this unfitting aneer a.t the CatholiC faith should
75 Ibid., 332
76 Daniels, 561
77 Bailey, 332
78 Cox, 272
79 lE1.£., 274
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a.ntagonize th9 Democratic Irishmen who were flocking to the Hepublican party, the Republican leaders tried to make amAnas.

~O

Thus

in its closing days, the election which was to bA a ltsoll'lnm referendum" had degenerat ed into an appeal to raCial and rl'lligious
antagonisms.
The newspaper polls all prophesied a Democratic defeat.

The Literary DigAst of uctober 16, 1920, carriAd the re81

suIts of its poll in the pivotal states, which Were as follows:
Minor Candidates

Total

Harding

Cox

19,619

4,149

1,787

25,555

NeW Jersey

19,558

3,964

1,118

24,640

Ohio

16,525

5,736

964

23,225

Indiana

15,294

7,506

1,059

23,859

Illinois

16,612

3,415

1,466

21,493

California

13,046

3,659

1,404

18,199

100,654

28,429

7,798

136,881

NeW york

Total

one

astu~e

abserver had rAmarked that if the Republi-

cans could campaign for three months without saying anything,
82

they could win thA election.
election~

From all indications before the

on 'rue sday, November 2, 1920, the Republicans had bgen

successful in dOing just that.

80
81
82

Bailey, 333
Literary Digest, I October 16, 1920, 9
Norman Hapgood, 'rhe San Francisco Answer," Independent,

July 10, 1920, 43

CHAPTER VI
THE ELECTION AS A 'SOLEMN REFERENDUM"

President Woodrow Wilson had written to the
Jackson Day banqueters in January, 1920:
If the re is any doubt as to what
the people of the country think on
this vital matter (the League,) the
clear and simple way is to submit it
for determination at the next election
to the voters of the nation, to give
the next election the form of a great
and solemn referendum -- a referendum
as to the part the United states is to
play in completing the settlements of
the war and the prevention in the future
of such outrages 88 ~ermany attempted
to perpetrate.l
With a spiritless campaign behind them,political
leaders were worried by the lethargy of the electorate on the
evening before election day.

The results made Republican

doubts seem incredibly foolish.

The results were broadcast,

for the first time in history, from the

Westingh~u8e

radio

2

station at Pittsburgh, KDKA.

In the words of Tumulty,Wilsonls
3

secretary,

tI

It wasn' t

6.

landslide; it was an earthquake."

The

popular vote read: Warren Harding - 16,152,200; James M. Cox 9,147,353;

Socialist Eugene V. Debs - 919,799; Farmer-Laborite

Parley P.Christensen -

265,4~l;

and Prohibitionist Aaron S.

4
W~a~t~k~i_n~s~-~l~8~9~,~4~0~8_.___T_h_e__R_e_p~u_b
__
1ican

1

stoddard, 515
2 Adams, 185
3 Schriftgiesser,?9
4 Myers, 453
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candidates won 404 electoral

votes; the Democrats, the remaining 127.

Harding carried

94

..

thirty-seven states, with only the traditional states of the
solid South lining up behind Cox: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Texas and Virginia.

A further surprise was the

fact that the Republicans won Tellllessee, the first of the old
Secession states to vote Republican since the Reconstruction
5

period.

Another record broken in 1920 was the remarkable

showing of the Socialist candidate who polled his highest total
to date; part of the Debs vote was probably a protest against
his imprisonment, the other part a protest against the poor
6

selection as represented by Harding and Cox.
The Republican pluralities even in l'Iormally Democratt:
areas were immense.

Cox lost New York City by about 440,000

votes; Governor Al Smith, running for reelection on the same
ticket carried the city with 320,000 votes, but lost the state
by a narrow margin.

This situation was caused by a combination

of circumstances: a New York Irish bolt from the Democratic
ticket, the personal popularity of Smith, and a protest against
7

Wilson.

Despite Harding's crushing majority, it was also nuue

that an unusually large percentage of the eligible voters did
8

not bother even to go to the polls.
Warren G. Harding had broken a triple precedent by
his victory. No man had ever been elected President from the
5 Bailey, 334
6 Ibid., 335
7 !OI.Q., 342
8 Ibid., 334

Senate, although Senators had been nominated and dereated,
as was Stephen A. Douglas.
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While Baptists have been nominated,

as in the case of Charles Evans Hughes, none have been victorious.

And rinally no journalist was ever elected, although

journalists have been nominated and defeated, as was Horace
9

Greeley.

The victory should have come as a surprise to no one

however, since the straw votes all had indicated it, and the
Wall Street betting odds were ten to one in Harding's favor.
The election had only decided how large the Republicaa
10

plurality would be.
stated:

James M. Cox's message ot congratulations to Harding
In the spirit of America , I accept
the decision of the majority, tender
as the deteated candidate my congratulations, and pledge as a citizen my
support to tile executive authority in
whatever emergency might arise. 11

After the defeat, President Wilson sent the following message to
Cox:
I hope that you know that no Democrat
attributes the defeat of Tuesday tG
anything that you did or omitted te
d.o. We ha. ve all admired the .fi@)1t
that you made with the greatest
sincerity, and beli~ve that the whole
country honors you for the frank and
courageous way in which you conducted
the campaign. 12
The newspaper comments subsequent to the election revealed a
marked division on party lines. The Los Angeles Times stated:
Sena tor Harding won the confidence
of the ADler iean people by the frank,
claar, and uncompromising manner in
9 Independent,Ju1y 10,1920,44
10 Bailey, 333
11 Cox, 280
12

~.,

281

which he expressed himself on the
great issues of the day • • • • He
secured the hatred of the fanatics
and radicals by his advocacy of stable
policies; but the :'eserve and courage
he displayed won for him the confidence
of the great mas ses of the American
people.l3
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The New York Evening Post observed that
Warren G. Harding has been elected
President by enormous major1t1es over
Woodrow Wilson. The name of the unsuccessful candidat.e reads other'lo-1se
on the ballots cast yesterday. But it
is not James M. Cox that was repudiated
••••• For Woodrow Wilson, who gave to
this country an ideal, and for James M.
Cox, who made a valiant fight in behalf
of what.as for the moment a forlorn
hope, there is assurance that the1r work
has not been in vain. The ideal of a
world counsel agains t "is.r is not dead.
The great and solemn referendum has only
entered upon another stage.14
The New York Tines commented that:
It was predestination that the Reputlicans
should win -- they knew that long ago • • •
The Amerioan electorate is proverbially
fond of a "change." Without the League of
Nations issue to stir their prophets to
warnings of certain war under rlrticle X,
the Republicans would have carried this
election by a ~eavy majority. The taxes,
the unrest, the multitudinous harrassments
tha t were the progeny of the war 'WOuld
have roused a very general desire to put
the Democratic Party out of power.15
The Chica go Tribune remarke d
It was because Mr. Wilson no longer
acted for and in behalf of the
American people that they so strongly r epudia ted him and his policies. 16
13 Edi torial: "Party and Candida te - Wba t e the Vic tory lU eans ,"
Los Anteles Times, November 4, 1920
14 Ed torial: "A Gigantic Protest," New York ElIlening Post,
November 3, 1920
.
15 Editorial: "Victory and Its Responsibilities,1t New York
Times, November 3, 1920
16 Editorial: "Bygones," Chicago T!:.~~, November 4, 1920

The New York Tribune declared that:
The reasons for the overwhelming
election of Senator Harding and
Governor Coolidge are plain to
even the dulle st • The country
was weary of Wilsonism in all its
manifestations • • • • 17
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The Boston Evening Transcript observed that:
The result of the "Great and solemn
referen1"lr,tt was never open to reasonable question. But the emphasis with
which the American people expressed
their "great qnd solemn" convictions at
the polls yesterday, exceeded all expectations. It was truly the voice of the
peo pIe, and they thundere d fGTth their
answer so loud that it will be heard
aroun 1. tr~e wor ld .18
The Christian Science Monitor sounded a scholarly note in its
editorial when it pointed out:
As Professor Charles Edward Merriam
of the University of Chicago says in
his new book on "American Politilcal
Ideas, "This is prImarily an age of
advertising and brokerage, and the
party leaders serve the useful purpose
of purveyors of polit~cal ideas and
agents. These they present and advertise, looking for the acceptance and
approval, which spells political
success." The election of Senator
Warren G. Harding and Governor Calvin
Coolidge as President and Vice-President
. is, of course, the result of just such
advertising and indicates just such
approval by the voters. In other words,
the Republican Advertising and Brokerage
have, in this case, been more succesful
than the Democratic • • • • 19
No sooner had the voter's choice been registered than
arguments began as to what had determined the results.

Was

it the candldatek their party platforms, the League of Nations,
Editorial: h e Result," New York Tribune, November 2, 1920
18 Editorial: "The People's Answer," t3oston Evening !ranscript,
November 3, 1920
19 Editorial: "Harding and Coolidge'! Christian Science Monitor
November 4, 1920

17

with the help of Tammany, that he had curried favor with
The German Amerioans, and that the Demoorats could be
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c~rged

with the defeat of the League because of Wilson's unbending
26

attitude toward. reservations.
1920

W&8

out of

~~9

But a Democratic victory in

question; that had been decided in 1918

when the people chose a Republican Congress in defiance of
27

Wilson's request for a Democratic victory.

Any Democratic

oandidate was doomed to failure; any Republican candidate faced
certain victory, with as large a majority as Harding received,
28
if not larger. However, the fact that the Republicans consi<!ered the possibility of defeat indicates the low esteem in whi
the candidate was held by his party brethern.

Fortunately for

the Republicans, the Democrats nominated a man who was not much
29.
superior to Harding.
Since there

WU3

not much cho·t ee between the Candidates

apparently the Republicans would be successful in their attempt
to have the election a deolaration for or a~inst the policies
30
of President Wilson. Their strategy would be to make use of
the mass

reacti~n

against the war to win the eleotion for

themselves. The entire responsibility for the events of the
past eight years was piled on the frail shoulders of Woodrow
3

Wilson;

ar~

Sarding was seen as the only alternative to Wilson.

The voters wanted a ohango, but they saw no ohanoe of getting

26

27

Ibid.,529

TnOipson,529
28 Ibid.
29 Agar,305
30 Ibid
31 1r?J1le Eleotion of Mr. Harding,tt in The Outlook, Novem\7er 10
1920, 454

r

it by returm ng the Democratio party to offioe.

In
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desperation Cox insisted that he, and not Wilson, was the
dandidate; but the pOfJple regarded him simply as the heir to
32
Wilson's polltoies and practices. In vain did Cox urge the
people to oonsider the immediate future, rather than to lament
the past; but the arguments of a four-month oampaign could not
33
bury an aooumulation of seven years of Democratio polioies.
A seoond appeal made by the Republioans was for a
return to "normaloy, tI that word being Harding's ohief bequest
34
to posterity.:'\ The Amerioan people were tirEid: tired from the
suffering and bloodshed of the war; tired from the expenditures
the war ha.d demanded in money and morale; tired of crusades
35
and noble deeds; tired of idealistic men as leaders. They
wanter _"epose and, to be left alone.
the

p~l~.tioal

The watohed the antios of

oampaign with toleration, but little enthusiasm,

leading one observer to remark that there was more exoitement
36

generated on the speakers' platform than in the audiences.
5ut the fact that the Republioan victory was won with a candidateas commOnplace as Warren G. Harding made the popular verdict
37
against the Democrats all the more orushing.
A magazine of
the day, the Independent, oited three reasons for

t~e

Republi-

can Victory: first, that Americans bad beoome, like the Atheniana, a fiokle psople; second, that iihe',dleoision

32 IbId.
33 Ibid.

34
36
36
37

White, Masks in a Pageant, 409
Schriftgiesser, 79
13~iley, 324
Kent, 461

WQ.S;3

more a

psychological reflex action than a judgment; and lastly

.1.V.1.

that the vote was a repudiation of America's part on the World
38 •
War, since it had not been ne cessary fur self defense.
William Allen \vhi te observed tha t:
Harding was shunted into the White
house as a passionate protest of the
people against a number of unrelated
things, for which the Democratic
party was only partly responsible.
For all tha t had happened during the
eight years of Democratic incumbency -for getting into the war too early; for
getting in too late; for getting in it
at all; for conscription; for leniency
to conscientious ob j ector s, and for
punishing them at all; for the debts
of the war, for the waste of the war;
for the peace as being too hard on
Germany, and too tender of her feelings;
for the League of Nations, in that it
was too loosely defintld and too restricted
by language; for prohibition, and for the
lawlessness that followed; for high taxes
and low morals, and chiefly for the complaint
called W~lson • • • • all these things the
Democratic party answered for at the
election which made Warren Harding
President • • • • 39
Cox and the Democratic

par~y

never had a chance of Victory; by

the end of October Cox himself was convinced of this, but he
gallantly finished his campaign in the same fighting spipit in
40
which he had started. In addition to the unpopularity of Wilson
and the reaction against the war, the Democrats were handioapped
further by a lack of funds and ended the campaign with a large
deficit, as did the Republioans.

But it is safe to conclude

that even with anlimited money the Democrats had a
38 Franklin H. Giddings~''ft'hat Did It," Independent,November 20,
1920, 262
39Whi te, Masks in a Pa_geant., 410
40 Kent, 460

lost cause.

With a clarity ot judgment that is enhanced by
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a thirty-year perspedtive, in 1920, it is obvious, the batter

candidate was defeated.

When

~e

qualifications of Cox and

Harding as potential Presidenta are compared, there is not one
instance, except in good looks, in which Cox was outshone.

He

was superior to his Republican opponent in character, ability,
11
intelligence, personality, and past record. Furthermore, Cox
waged an intelligent campaign lhich should have entitled him to
the decision; yet he received ilie most conclusive defeat then
42
recorded in American politics. Cox was the right candidate but
43
he was unfortunate in having to run at the wrong time. If he
had been elected, Cox would not have been like Wilson, for he
was matter-of-fact in manner, literal-minded and energetic.
Probably history would not bralld him as one of the country's
greatest Presidents, since that would presuppose knowledge of
the calamities of the Harding ~dministration which Cox would
44
have prevented. After his det~at in 1920, Cox retired from
public life at the age of fift), being unwilling to accept a
~6

minor office after failing to lin a major one.

In his auto-

biography, written twenty-six Jaars later, Cox declared that
the defeat did not leave bittelness in his heart; rather he
returned to his private

affair~

contentedly.

46

He described a

visit made to Wilson in the Whjte House after the elec tion:
As I walked forward to gre at him,
~4~1--~S~t~0-n-e-,~3~2~-----------------

42
43
44
45

46

Ibid., 31

nITa., 19
IbId., 34
Ibid.

Cox, 284

he said, "stand up, I want to look
at you. I don't see how ~ou ever
went through the campaign. I marvel
at your strength that lasted until
the battle was over •"• • • 47
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The student of history must be wary, however, of the danger in
contrasting Cox with Harding in the light of SUbsequent events,
lest Cox assume a stature he did not attain in the political
events of 1920.
Franklin D. Roosevelt accepted his defeat in good grace
and made plans to return to active work in the law firm of
Emmet, Marvin and Roosevelt.

He also became a vice-president of

the Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland, and was placed in
48
charge of its New York office./ :~ It ,as during the summer of
1921 that he was stricken with infantile paralysis, but neither
his physical handicap nor his defeat in 1920 stood in the way
of future political successes.
As events turned out, the Republican party interpreted
its sweeping Victory in 1920 as a popular mandate against joining the League of Nations.

This decision led to the charge that

the American people had been deceived and duped into electing a
Republicam administration, because of the promises made by some
of the prominent pro-League Republicans.

¢ertainly Wilson had

called for a popular referendum on the issue; it remains to
discover whether the campaign was waged and the ballots narked
under the influence of the League.

WOOdl'OW Wilson insisted

that the Leaf7e be the paramount issue of the campaign, despite

4'7

48

Ibid., 2

F:B:R. Letters, 510
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the advice of countlp.ss men in both parties tbat the question
should be kept separate from partisan politics.

These men re-

alized the difficulty of securing a true referendum; therefor"
they hoped to keep the possibility of joining the League alive by
keeping the issue out of the campaign.

Nevertheless, Wilson

perSisted stubbornly in his resolve to have the people d,."cide.

49

The spokesmen of the two major parties Were not in agre,."ment as
to the "paramount" issue of' the campaign, as evid,."nced by the
contradictory statements released at different times.

Among

the He publicans , Taft maintained, together with Lodge, thatiiilsonism was the problem to be deCided; Harding wobbl,."d over many
issues, but tall{ed most about Wilsonism and a world organization.

Among the Democrats, Bryan pushed prohibition; Cox em-

phasized finanCial "slush" funds; and Roosevelt stated that progressivism was the major issue, although both he and Cox returned
50

periodically to the League.
~ven if the candidates had taken
clear-cut positions on the League,
there still would not have been a
referendum, bec aUSe the League was
by no means the only issue, though
it was clearly the most talkedabout issue. Aside from pur,."ly local problems, there were about a
hundred issues or subjects for diSCUSSion, ranging from the Armenian
mandate to the tariff on California
lemons.
,The Republicans concentrated their
fire on Wilsonism • • • and the Sins
of the war government • • • • The
Democrats emphasized the treaty, but
also progressivsm versus reaction,
With special attention to the Sp.nate
49 Bailey, 342
50 Ibid., 339

--

oligarchy and the "smoke-filled ll room.
To say that the final vote was a clear
mandate on anyone of the scores of
issues involved is plainly absurd. 51
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Perhaps their selection of a candidate indicated
that the Democrats were reluctant to accept the League as the
52
chief issue of the campaign.
But after eight years in office
tha party was on the defensive, and the leaders realized that
there was no hope of victory in negation.

In search of a posi-

tive issue, the only one which seemed important enough was the
53
League question, so they seized upon it.
However, it was impossible for the Democratic candidate to convince the American
paople that peace was contingent upon the acceptance of the
~eague

covenant.

Then, toward the close of the campaign, when

Cox reveabed his willingness to accept reservations, he betrayed
54
the party's one hope for Victory.
The New York Times observed
a few days after the balloting:
Nowtllhat the election has been
held, it remains true, as we pointed
out in January, that it cannot be
said that the contest was decided
upon the Treaty issue. It was anything, everything but that. • • •
still, the Democrats were forced to
make the League of Nations their
chief issue -- they had no other. A
campaign of defense and extenuation
would have been hopeless. 55
In the face of a seven-million vote plurality, practical Republican politicians were afraid to make any overtures

51

Ibid.

52 ~ombe, 312
53 Bailey, 321
54 Holcombe, 304
55 Editorial: "The
November 4, 1920

t

Solemn Referendum''', New York Time s,

toward a League membership.

56
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Harding announced, two days after

his victory, that the 1$,ague was now'!deceased."

4

other party

57
leaders looked upon the vote as a mandate to do anything whatever

The election of 1920 did not reveal a growing strengtl
within the Republican party, sinc8 their large majority was
caused by two distinct factors.

In the first place, 1920 was

the first national election in which women could vote, therefore
the total of eligible voters was much larger than that of any
previous election.

rhe second reason was that an increasingly

large part of the electorate swmng from one party to the other
without regard for tradition, party affiliation or principles.

58

Just who was this Senator Harding, in whom the
people had evinced so much confidence?

His career in state

politics had been uninspiring, serving two terms in the Ohio
senate, one term as lieutenant-governor, and suffering defeat
,
59
as a candidat'e for governor by James M. Cox.
In 1915, when
he was fifty years of age, he became a United states Senator;
the following year he was made permanent chairman of the Hepublican National Convention which nominated Charles ~vans Hughes
60
Harding, in his six years in the
as party standard-bearer.
Senate, talked much Without saying anything of importance.

He

was, however, a loyal member of the Lodge-Penrose faction, and
he voted as ordered.
56 Myers, 451
57 Bailey, 338
58 "The Landslide and its Meaning," Current Opinion, December,
1920, 761
59 nhite, Masks in a Pageant, 390
60 ~., 392
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He had helped defeat the ratification of the League. He had
voted in favor of the prohibition
amendment and the Volstead Act;
he had cast eleven votes unfavorable to labor. He had opposed making
income-tax returns accessible to the
public. He had decried all measures
which would in any way constrict the
wealthy or their corporations. He
had tried to prevent the confirmation
of Louis D. Brandeis for Associate Justice of the Supreme Court. And except
for his initiative in proposing that the
governmen t allow the Sons of the Veterans Reserve to use discarded army rifles,
• • • Harding tailed the erudite Lodge.
• • • 61

Of the 134 bills he introduced, ninety per cent were concerned
with purely local matters.

The measures he proposed included

a resolution to encourage the teaching of Spanish in the United
States, a bill to celebrate the anniversary of the Pilg!'ims,
a aill to createan American Battlefield Commission, and a bill
62

to investigate the claims of Indian tribes.
Personally, he was the · typical small-town
with a carefree, easy-going nature.

polit~cian

That his mind was narrow

and limited was evidenced by his befuddled statements and actions
and also by the ease with which he could be influenced.
vision could not penetrate into the problems of his age.

His
li e

was sympathetic with the individua.l man, but failed to understan
the masses of humanity.
reverse of

Woodr~w

In this last detail, he was just the
63
Wilson.
Harding valued frienc.s, and de-

lighted in rewarding loyalty with a political favor or job; but
Minton, 3S
62 Ibid., 35
63 Adams, 189

S1

108
he lacked the insight to differentiate between true friends and
those who would betray hi3 trust and confidence.

64

..

That he

recognized his intellectual limitations was proven by his reluctance to enter the race for the highest ofi'ice in the land, and.
alsO his oft repeated stat'3ments that if and when elected, he
would seek the advice of the "best minds" of the nation.
Had Harding been permitted to remain as he was happiest, the leader of politics of a amalltown, he would not have
gone down in American history as one of the worst, if not the
worst, President.

But he was pushed beyond his capabilities,

and lacking any reserve strength, he was a miserable failure.
certainly Harding w&s responsible for the many saandals of his
Administration, in that he made the appointments to offices
where the opportunity for graft and dishonesty was rife.

But in

a larger sense, the Senators who foisted him upon the American
people in 1920, were more guilty.

Sensing the prevailing atti-

tude of reaction, aware that the time was ripe for a Republican
victory, the Old Guard passed up many men more qualified than
Harding and chose a third-rate party hack simply because of his
inoffensiveness.

The Democrats were guilty of the sarne sin, but

it was not so reprehensible because they were facing certain
defeat.
Wilson must be allotted his share of the blame for
the events resulting from the election of 1920.

Had he not

perSisted in his stubborness and refused to heed advice, the
64 Ibid.

-
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election would not have taken the form of a solemn referendum

against the League of Nations.
The American voters had an easy choice to make on
November 2-, 1920.

There was little difference between Harding

and Cox, both were mediocre.

There was little difference in the

party platforms, and the speeches of the two major candidates
did nothing to create a difference between Republican and Democrat.

The people wanted a change.

Therefore they voted the

Democratic Wilson out of office and replaced him with the Republican Harding.
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